
 
 

HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN SESSION CASE 

IN THE COURT OF ADDITIONAL SESSION JUDGE, BILASIPARA 

Present:-   Smti S. Bhuyan, AJS 

  Additional Session Judge, Bilasipara 

Session Case No- 102 of 2001 

u/s 323/324/326/302/34 IPC 

STATE 

Versus 

1. Amzad Ali  

S/O Lt. Mohezuddin 

2. Md. Zahidur Hussain @ Jahidul Hussain  

S/O Lt. Motleb Hussain 

3. Zakir Hussain  

S/O Lt. Motleb Hussain 

All R/O vill- Khesaridubi 

PS- Bilasipara, Dist- Dhubri, Assam 

                                Accused person 

(Committed by Sri M.L. Das, then Addl. CJM, Dhubri in GR case No- 93/2001 u/s 

302/324/325/326 I.P.C.) 

 

Advocate appeared:- 

For the state:-  Mr. T. Kr. Bhattacharya, Addl. P.P 

For the accused:-   Mr.  Giasuddin Ahmed, Advocate. 

Date of institution of the case    :- 03-07-01 

Date of commitment            :- 12-11-01 

Date of Framing charge          :- 09-01-02 

Date of prosecution evidence   :- 03-06-02,16-03-09,30-06-12, 10-11-12 

         04-05-13,17-05-13, 31-05-13,23-09-13, 
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         07-10-13,27-03-14,17-07-14, 02-03-15, 

          04-01-18 

Statement of accused recorded on  :-03-02-18 

Date of Defence evidence    :- 09-10-18, 27-11-18 

Date of Argument                       :-13-03-19, 25-03-19 

Judgment delivered                 :- 08-04-2019 

Hearing on sentence   :- 11-04-19 

Sentence pronounced on  :- 11-04-19 

 

JUDGMENT 

Prosecution Case 

1. Prosecution case as unfurled from exhibit 1 ejahar is that on 03-07-01 

one Baser Ali Ahmed lodged written ejahar before O/C Bilasipara PS at 9 AM inter 

alia citing that on 02-07-01 at about 05.00 pm when his youngest brother 

Hazarat Ali went to bring cow from the field, accused persons named in the 

ejahar near their house assaulted his brother gheraoing him with dao, iron rod, 

lathi and caused injury on the head and other parts of Hazarat. When Kaiser and 

Boyezuddin came forward for rescue of Hazarat, accused persons attacked Kaiser 

and Boyezuddin and caused injury on their body. Thereafter local people 

gathered at the place of occurrence hearing hue and cry and took injured 

persons to Bilasipara SHC and doctor referred Hazarat to Dhubri Civil Hospital 

and Hazarat Ali succumbed to his injury at Dhubri Civil Hospital. 

Investigation 

2. Officer-in-charge of Bilasipara police station on receiving the ejahar from 

informant Baser Ali Ahmed registered a police case vide no Bilasipara police case 

No. 93/01 under section 147/148/149/341/326/302 I.P.C. and SI H. Saikia was 

entrusted to conduct the investigation of the case and after completion of 

investigation IO submitted charge sheet against the accused persons named 

herein above u/s 302/324/325/326/34 IPC. 
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Committal 

3. On receipt of the charge sheet, Ld. Addl. CJM, Dhubri took cognizance 

and after furnishing necessary copies to accused persons committed the case 

before the Learned. Sessions Judge, Dhubri for trial and Learned Session Judge, 

Dhubri made over the case to the court of Ld. Addl. Sessions Judge, Dhubri for 

trial.  

Charge 

4. Then Ld. Addl. Sessions Judge, Dhubri after hearing Ld. counsel for both 

sides and perusal of material on record framed charge u/s 302/323/324/326/34 

IPC against the accused persons Amzad Ali, Jakir Hussain and Jahidul Hussain 

and when charges read over and explained to the accused persons, they pleaded 

not guilty and claimed to be tried and after framing of charge, the case was 

made over to this court for trial.  

Trial 

5. In order to prove the prosecution charges against the accused persons, 

prosecution adduce evidence of all together 14 number of witnesses and 

exhibited 8 nos. of documents. PW-1 Basir Ali Ahmed, PW-2 Ahellya Bibi, PW-3 

Jainab Bibi, PW-4 Bakkar Ali, PW-5 Amullya Ch. Nath, PW-6 Hasen Ali, PW-7 

Kaiser Ali, PW-8 Hamid Ali, PW-9 Dr. Anukul Ch. Mondal ( M.O), PW-10  Nur 

Islam, PW-11 Boyezuddin Sk, PW-12 Dr. Shamser Ali, PW-13 Dilip Terang, PW-14 

Hem Chandra Saikia ( I.O).  Ext-1 Ejahar, Ext-2 Seizure list, Ext-3 Post Mortem 

report, Ext-4 Medical report ( injury), Ext-5 Medical report ( injury), Ext-6 Inquest 

report, Ext-7 Sketch Map of the place of occurrence and Ext-8 Charge sheet. 

After closure of the prosecution evidence, statement of the accused persons 

recorded u/s 313 Cr.P.C. At the time of recording of statement of accused 

person’s u/s 313 Cr.P.C, accused’s’ plea is denial and inclined to adduced defence 

evidence in support of the plea of denial. Accordingly accused adduced defence 

evidence of DW-1 Khoteja Bewa and DW-2 Hazrat Ali S/O Samsul Hoque. 

However accused did not exhibited any document.  

6.                             POINTS FOR DETERMINATION:- 

i) Whether accused persons on 02-07-01 at about 05.00 pm under 

Bilasipara PS in furtherance of common intention voluntarily caused 

simple injury in the person of Boyezuddin by means of blunt object? 
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ii) Whether accused persons on 02-07-01 at about 05.00 pm under 

Bilasipara PS in furtherance of common intention voluntarily caused 

simple injuries in the person of Boyezuddin and Kaiser Ali by means 

of sharp weapon? 

iii) Whether accused persons on 02-07-01 at about 05.00 pm under 

Bilasipara PS in furtherance of common intention voluntarily caused 

grievous injury on the person of Kaiser Ali by means of sharp 

weapon? 

iv) Whether accused persons on 02-07-01 at about 05.00 pm under 

Bilasipara PS in furtherance of common intention attacked Hazarat 

Ali and committed murder intentionally causing the death of Hazarat 

Ali? 

 

ARGUMENT 

7. It has been argued by Ld. Addl. P.P that on 02-07-01 Hazarat Ali died and 

this is a case of culpable homicide amounting to murder. Ld. Addl. P.P further 

contended, all the PWs corroborated each other’s statement and minor 

contradiction in the statement of PWs are nothing but the error that took place 

due to long passing of time and defence failed to falsified their piece of evidence 

and failed to shake statement of PWs. Ld. Addl. P.P submitted injured of this 

case Kaiser Ali (PW-7) and Boyezuddin Sk. (PW-11) narrated the incident as it 

was took place on the date of incident and their evidence is corroborated by 

other PWs such as Bakkar PW-4, Amulya (PW-5), Hamid Ali (PW-8). Ld. Addl. P.P 

submitted autopsy report of deceased is consistent with ocular evidence and thus 

prove the case of prosecution against the accused persons. Ld. Addl. P.P made 

submission that injury report of the injured Kaiser and Boyezuddin tally with the 

ocular evidence and testimony of PW-7, PW-11, PW-4, PW-5, PW-8 is believable 

beyond all reasonable doubt and their consistent evidence together with the 

evidence of PW-1, informant, seizure witness, official witness, PW-13, PW-14, 

PW-12 MO, PW-9 MO of the case establish the prosecution charge of section 

302/323/324/326/34 IPC against the accused beyond all reasonable doubt. 

8. Ld. defence counsel placed his oral as well as written argument. I have 

seen and scrutinized the written argument submitted by the ld. defence counsel. 

It is the submission of ld. defence counsel that PW-1, informant developed one 

story and his story is not true and he sharply contradicted his own FIR giving 

good bye to the prosecution case and PW-1 did not implicate accused Zakir 
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Hussain carrying chabbal (crowbar) with him to attack Hazrat, Kaiser Ali ( PW-7) 

and Boyezuddin Sk (PW-11) and PW-1 is not an eye witness as such his 

testimony is not reliable piece of evidence and his earlier version is not consistent 

with his statement made before the court. 

9. Ld. defence counsel submits accused Zakir and Jahidul are innocent 

person and evidence on record does not show their participation and their name 

have mentioned in the ejahar as they are the brother of accused Amzad with 

whom deceased had altercation and deceased and injured are the aggressor of 

the incident. Ld. defence counsel further submits PW-4 deposed Hazar Ali gave 

dao blow and this Hazar Ali is the Hazrat as such prosecution charge against the 

accused persons not established. PW-5 Amulya stated he did not seen on which 

side dao blow given by Amjad and does not implicate Zakir and Jahidul. Both 

PW-4 and PW-5 stated they are present at the place of occurrence but PW-4 

deposed he did not witness Amulya so their presence at the place of occurrence 

is not established. PW-7 Kaiser narrated one different story of broken plough 

(nangal) and came to know from wife of Amzad that plough was broken by Zakir 

and Jahidul and Kaiser did not substantiate his statement made in section 161 

Cr.P.C. Similarly Ld. defence counsel contended PW- 11 Boyezuddin does not 

reside at place of occurrence and he did not witness the incident and deposed 

false evidence and his earlier statement is not consistent with his deposition. 

10. Ld. defence counsel made submission that PW-4, PW-5, PW-7, PW-8, PW-

11 made improvement in their statement while adducing evidence before the 

court  and they have stated what they did not state before the police. Therefore, 

their piece of statement being inconsistent with earlier statement is not reliable 

piece of evidence to book accused guilty of the prosecution charges.  

11. Ld counsel contended defence evidence shown wife of Nalu was not 

present as claimed by PW-8 Hamid and Hamid came after DW-1 so he witness 

the incident is totally baseless statement and Hamid Ali side line form his earlier 

statement made u/s 161 Cr.P.C. More so Hamid’s presence is not disclosed by 

Kaiser, Boyezuddin and other PWs so his evidence is not believable and 

testimony of DW-1 over turned prosecution case and totally nullified the 

prosecution charges against the accused persons. In support of his argument ld. 

defence counsel relied decisions of Bipin Ghatowar Vs. State of Assam and 

another 2018 CRI. L.J 3201; Toran Singh Vs. State of M.P 2002 SCC (Cri) 1377;   

Gamparai Hrudayaraju Vs. State of Andhra Pradesh (2010) 1 SCC (Cri) 1193 
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(2009)13 SCC 740;  Thangavelu Vs. State of T.N 2002 SCC (Cri) 1382; Tomaso 

Bruno & Anr. Vs. State of U.P 2015 SAR (Criminal) 454.  

PROSECUTION EVIDENCE 

12. PW-1 Basir Ali Ahmed deposed deceased Hazarat was his brother and he 

knows all three accused persons. He deposed incident was took place on 02-07-

2001 at about 04.30 pm.  At that time he was present at his house and taking 

rest as there was summer vacation and Hazarat went to paddy field to bring cow. 

Suddenly he heard hue and cry and hearing the same he came out from house 

and from 1 ½ farlong distance he saw that Hazarat, Boyezuddin and Kaiser were 

brought by some persons in injured condition and he saw Zakir, Jahidul Hussain, 

Amzad Ali and Sarifan Bibi had attacked them, causing injury and leaving place of 

occurrence. Thereafter three injured were taken to Bilasipara Hospital and from 

Bilasipara Hospital Hazarat was taken to Dhubri Civil Hospital and doctor shown 

him all the brain matter/flash which is coming out from the head of Hazarat and 

on that day Hazarat succumbed to his injury at 11.30 pm and as he was busy 

with treatment of injured, there is delay in lodging of ejahar. In cross he stated 

his house is situated 2 farlong away from the house of Hazarat, Kaiser and 

Boyezuddin. He does not know if any incident was took place in their house on 

the day of incident at morning hour. He does not know if Hazarat and Kaiser 

went to paddy field to bring cow and nangal (wooden plough). He stated he did 

not visit the place of occurrence and he did not seen the incident but he 

accompanied injured persons to the hospital while injured were taken from the 

place of occurrence to hospital. House of Hazarat and Kaiser is 1- 1 ½ farlong 

away from the place of occurrence and his house is 1 – 1 ½ farlong away from 

there. He stated house of accused Amzad is situated on the northern side of the 

place of occurrence. He stated he, Kaiser and Hazarat are brother and at that 

time his father was alive but his father did not go to the place of occurrence. He 

stated he did not state before police that he saw injury on the person of Hazarat. 

He denied he did not state before police that accused Amzad, Jahidul, Zakir, 

Abdul Motleb, Abul Kalam, Sairbhan Bibi run away from the place of occurrence.  

13.  PW-2 Ahellya Bibi deposed she does not know informant, deceased and 

accused. She heard regarding assaulting of two parties between then and she 

does not know who got injury and when and how. She did not get her clothes 

outside. Defence declined to cross examine PW-2. 
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14. PW-3 Jainab Bibi deposed she does not know informant and accused 

persons. On the day of incident she visited one marriage party. Later, she heard 

that fighting incident was took place at home.  

15. PW-4 Bakkar Ali deposed he knows informant Basir Ali Ahmed and all the 

three accused persons. He deposed on the day of incident at about 04.00 pm, he 

alone went to their field to bring cattle. On the way, he noticed hullah in the 

house of Nur Hussain and he also found one Matleb Ali along with Nalu Sk and 

others and he found quarrelling by Jahidul, Jakir Hussain, Hazar Ali, Kaiser Ali 

and at that time, accused Amzad Ali with a dao come to the spot and attacked 

Kaiser Ali first giving two blows on the left shoulder and left side of the body. He 

deposed they raised hullah not to proceed further but accused Hazar Ali gave 

dao blow. Thereafter immediately he and another person took Kaiser Ali to the 

Bilasipara State Dispensary and other assembled person brought Hazarat Ali to 

the Bilasipara hospital at first and from there Hazrat was shifted to Dhubri Civil 

Hospital and subsequently Hazarat Ali died. In cross he stated he did not go 

along with Kaiser and Hazarat to bring nangal (wooden plough) and he did not 

see broken nangal. His house is 3/4 meter away from the house of Matleb, house 

of Nur Hussain is situated ½ km away from his house, house of Amulya Nath is 1 

km away from the place of occurrence, house of Kaiser is situated 1/2 km away 

from the place of occurrence and house of accused Amzad Ali is near to the 

house of Nur Hussain. He stated deceased Hazarat was also called as Hazar in 

the village. He stated when he reached the place of occurrence, incident 

occurred and he found hullah at the place of occurrence. He did not held accused 

persons and accused persons also not held him.  He stated he went to bring his 

cattle alone. He does not know whether accused persons had any altercation 

with Kaiser or not. He denied Amzad did not give two dao blow on the person of 

Amzad; he did not seen dao in the hand of accused Amzad; Hazarat and Kaiser 

assaulted accused persons; he deposed falsely that he went to bring his cattle; 

he did not made statement before police that he and Motleb and two others were 

playing carom; did not hear hue and cry in the house of Nur Hussain, presence 

of Nalu and Motleb at the place of occurrence.  

16. PW-5 Amullya Ch. Nath deposed he knows informant and accused 

persons. On the day of incident, he went to the village Khesaridubi in search of 

daily labour and in that village, he saw quarreling in the house of Nur Islam. He 

saw causing two dao blows on Kaiser Ali by Amzad and also saw causing dao 

blows on the head of Hazarat by Amzad Ali. Thereafter, seeing the occurrence he 
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came to his house. In cross he stated Atar Ali, elder brother of Hazarat is not 

his friend. On the date of incident he went to the house of Derajuddin and house 

of Nur Hussain is present after 5/6 house of Derajuddin  and when he was 

talking with Derajuddin in his house, time was 03.30 pm and hearing hue and cry 

he came to place of occurrence along with Derajuddin. He stated he does not 

know who had taken injured and he did not see from which direction Amzad had 

assaulted. He denied he did not see Amzad assaulting; Kaiser, Hazarat and other 

forming unlawful assembly visited the house of Amzad and he did not go to 

village Khesaridubi in search for labour. 

17. PW-6 Hasen Ali deposed he knows informant and accused persons. About 

12/13 years back his sister Putili Begum informed him that that marpit took place 

at Khesaridubi. Hearing the same he went there but he did not find anything. He 

deposed Khesaridubi is low land area and later on police took his signature on 

Ext-2 seizure list at the place of occurrence and from the place of occurrence 

police seized bamboo juoli, wooden stick, instrument of nangal and its parts. In 

cross he stated he did not witness the incident. He does not know the owner of 

the seized goods.  

18. PW-7 Kaiser Ali deposed incident was took place about 12/13 years back 

at about 04.00 – 04.30 pm. At that time  he went to bring cow and nangal from 

Khesaridubi and he found his nangal was broken and so made enquiry who has 

broken the nangal and from the wife of accused Amzad, he came to know that 

Zakir and Jahidul had broken the nangal and hearing the same he came back to 

home with broken nangal. While he was coming home with his broken nangal at 

Tiniali he saw Bakkar, Motleb, Jabbar, Abul Kalam sitting there and he gave 

bichar for broken nangal. At that time, all of sudden, accused persons Zakir 

Hussain, Jahidul Hussain and Amzad Ali armed with lathi, chabbal, dao came 

running to attack him and at that time Hazarat was also coming behind him 

along with cows. Seeing accused persons, they run towards the house of Nur 

Hussain but before reaching the house of Nur Hussain, accused persons Zakir 

and Jahidul attacked Hazarat by Chabbal and rod and knocked down him and 

accused person Amzad Ali gave dao blow on his left head and hand. At that time 

Bakkar Ali came and saved him and while Bakkar came to save him, accused 

persons Zakir Hussain, Jahidul Hussain and Amzad Ali again assaulted his brother 

Hazarat while he was laying on road and they left the place of occurrence. He 

deposed he made hue and cry and became senseless. He was taken to Bilasipara 

hospital and Hazarat was taken to Dhubri Civil Hospital but Hazarat died at 
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Dhubri Civil Hospital. In cross he stated near his land, land of his brothers 

situated. Nangal was kept in his paddy field but at that time no crops were 

planted. There are about 15 houses near the place of occurrence and his brother 

Hazarat was coming just behind him along with his cows. He stated when he 

asked wife of Amzad about the nangal, accused persons were not present and 

said Tiniali is about 100-150 feet away from the house of Amzad. He stated he 

was wearing half ganjee (vest) and lungi and there was blood on his clothes. He 

denied defence suggestion that Hazarat was not just behind him; Hazarat was 

not coming with his cow; he was not coming with the broken nangal; accused 

Zakir, Jahidul did not gave blow on Hazarat and knocked down Hazarat on the 

ground; accused Amzad Ali did not gave dao blow on him on his left arm and left 

side of his head and head of Hazarat; they assaulted accused persons.  

19. PW-8 Hamid Ali deposed incident was took place in the year 2001. In the 

afternoon at about 04.35 pm, while he was coming from jute cultivation, he saw 

Amzad with a dao in his hand, accused Zakir Hussain with a chabbal and accused 

Jahirul Hussain with an iron rod chasing Hazrat Ali and giving blow on Hazrat Ali 

and knocked down Hazrat Ali on ground in front of the house of Nur Hussain. At 

that time, the elder brother of Hazrat namely Kaiser Ali asked accused persons 

not to do marpit and while Hazrat fell down on the ground, at that time, accused 

Amzad Ali with a dao gave 2/3 blows on the person of Hazrat Ali and accused 

Amzad also assaulted Kaiser Ali by the dao giving blows on the hand and head. 

He and Bakkar Ali rescued Kaiser Ali and thereafter on arrival of Boyezuddin, 

accused persons also assaulted him and thereafter accused persons fled away. 

He and one Khoteza wife of Nalu wrapped the wounds with cloths and took 

injured in a cart to Bilasipara State Dispensary and from there injured Hazarat 

was shifted to Dhubri Civil Hospital and there Hazarat succumbed to his injuries. 

In cross he stated deceased Hazarat is his cousin brother and witness Kaiser 

and Boyezuddin are also his cousin brother. He stated on the day of incident he 

was not present with witness Kaiser, Boyezuddin and deceased Hazarat. He 

stated Khateja W/O Nalu was with him at the time of incident and house of 

Khateja is at a little distance from the place of occurrence. He stated he is one of 

the accused in the cross case and incident was took place in front of the house of 

Nur Hussain. He stated one incident was took place in the house of brother of 

Nur Hussain but he was not present at that time.  He denied they being majority 

assaulted Amzad when he returned home from his work place passing through 

their house; to save their skin from the case of assault on Amzad, they filed this 
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case against the accused persons implicating them as the culprit of Hazarat 

murder incident; he falsely made statement before the court that he saw crowbar 

(chabbal) in the hand of accused Zakir Hussain and iron rod in the hand of 

Jahidul; he and Bakkar did not try to save deceased Hazarat Ali. 

20.  PW-9 Dr. Anukul Ch. Mondal is M.O. He deposed on 03-07-01 he had 

conducted post mortem examination on the dead body of Hazarat Ali under 

reference Bilasipara PS GDE no. 335 dated 02-07-01 vide Bilasipara PS case no. 

93/01 and during post mortem found- one cut injury present over the scalp, left 

parietal bond of skull, on further exploration multiple fracture of parietal bone is 

seen, brain compressed at the side of injury, sub-dural hematoma present at the 

side of injury. According to his opinion Hazarat Ali died due to shock and 

haemorrhage as a result of head injury sustained by the deceased. He deposed 

Ext-3 is post mortem report and Ext-3 (1) is his signature. In cross he stated 

Ext-3 is the carbon copy and signatures present in the Ext-3 are also carbon 

copy. He stated   he has not mentioned the measurement of any of the multiple 

fracture of parietal bone. He has not mentioned whether the injury mentioned 

was vertical or horizontal and how the victim sustained injury.  He stated 

personally he does not know the deceased Hazarat Ali over whose dead body, 

the post mortem was conducted. He denied he did not perform postmortem on 

the dead body of Hazarat Ali in connection with the present case.  

21. PW-10 Nur Islam deposed he knows complainant and accused persons 

and incident was took place about 10-11 years ago. He deposed he went to the 

place of occurrence after the incident and there he heard that accused Amzad, 

Zakir and Jahidul had killed the deceased Hazarat Ali. He further deposed he had 

put his signature in the Ext-2 seizure list and Ext-2(2) is his signature. In cross 

he stated he was not present in the village on the date of incident.  He stated he 

made statement before police that on the next day police came to place of 

occurrence. Hearing the arrival of police, he went to the place of occurrence. 

Police went to the spot at 05.30 pm and the articles were seized by police vide 

Ext-2. He stated he made statement before police that hearing the day before 

incident, he went to the place of occurrence. He stated deceased Hazarat is his 

cousin brother. He denied he did not go to the place to witness the seizure; he 

was called upon by the police for putting his signature at the police station.  

22. PW-11 Boyezuddin Sk. deposed he knows informant, deceased and 

accused persons and incident occurred about 12/13 years ago. On the day of 

incident about 03.30 pm he was returning back from the house of Opial Ali. At 
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Khesaridubi he saw quarrel between Kaiser Ali and Motleb Ali and at that time 

deceased Hazarat was also present and three accused persons namely Amzad, 

Zakir and Jahidul were running towards them with rod, chabbal and dao. He 

deposed accused Zakir and Jahidul pushed Hazarat by hitting him and then 

accused Amzad hit and cut Hazarat by a dao on his head. Accused Zakir had hit 

him by a rod on his head and left hand and he got injured badly and he ran away 

from that place. He deposed accused Amzad also hit Kaiser by dao on his head 

and Kaiser received grave injury. He further deposed accused Zakir and Jahidul 

also hit deceased Hazarat with rod and chabbal. He deposed he run away from 

the spot to save himself and thereafter what happen is not known to him but he 

had seen the entire incident of hitting and killing the deceased Hazarat. In cross 

he stated Hazarat and Kaiser are his brothers and place of occurrence is one km 

away from his house. He stated he went to the house of Opial at 04.30 pm and 

he was not accompanied by nobody. When he went to the house of Opial, he did 

not see Hazarat Ali and Kaiser. He stated he did not state before police that he 

went to the house of Opial and he does not know whether Amzad went to the 

house of Hazarat in the morning time.  He stated there is a cross case in which 

he along with Hamid Ali and others are accused and the case is pending for trial. 

He stated he saw Kaiser and Matleb discussing something. The house of Nur 

Hussain is situated just near the place of occurrence, the house of Amzad Ali is 

just on the northern side of the Nur Hussain and his house is at a distance of one 

km away from the house of Nur Hussain. He stated accused persons arrived at 

the place of occurrence before his arrival. He did not see pushing the deceased 

by any of the accused persons but he had seen Amzad hitting by dao. He stated 

he heard that there was an incident of breaking of plough. The persons namely 

Bakkar, Kaiser, Amullya, Hazarat, Basir Ali Sk did not go to the place of 

occurrence with him.  He denied they assaulted accused Amzad; he deposed 

falsely that accused Zakir hit him by a rod on his head and left hand; they 

assaulted accused Amzad with weapons; accused Zakir and Jahidul were falsely 

implicated as they are own brother of accused Amzad.   

23. PW-12 Dr. Shamser Ali is another M.O. He  deposed  on 02-07-01 he had 

medically examined Boyezuddin S/O Kechu Ali of village Bamunipara under 

Bilasipara PS  and on examination found - one incised clean cut injury over 

lateral side of the left fore head , margins were smooth size about 1” X ½ “ X 

bone deep, soft tissues were swelling over left clavicle area. According to his 

opinion injuries sustained by Boyezuddin are simple in nature, caused by sharp 
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cutting instrument, by hard blunt objects and age of the injury is about one hour 

fresh.  PW-12 further deposed on same date he also medically examined Kaiser 

Ali  S/O Nasuddin of village Bamunipara under Bilasipara PS and on examination 

found -one incised clean cut injury over the lateral side of right arm, upper 1/3rd 

position, margines, smooth cut injury transversely place. Size 3” X 1” X portion 

deep bone ( humerus) cut by the same cut injury and fresh injury ii. One incised 

clean cut injury over left parietal region, one lateral to mid line left side parallel 

to mid line, smooth margin, reddish in colour, blood clot present at the injury 

side. Active bleeding was present. Stitches were applied. Size of the injuries 4” X 

1” X bone deep. No other injuries are found. According to his opinion except the 

cut injury sustained by the Kaiser Ali which is grievous in nature caused by sharp 

cutting instruments, all injuries are simple in nature and age of injury was about 

one hour (fresh). In cross he stated though he had examined the injured 

persons on 02-07-01 but he issued the medical reports to the injured on 28-08-

01.  He stated the injuries which he had found on the injured persons may be 

caused in some other way also. It may also cause on the impact of other forces. 

He stated he had mentioned the size of entire cut injures but he did not 

particularly mention the measurement of particular portion of cut injury of bone 

and in the cut injury there is a little portion of bone cut injury. He denied medical 

reports of injured were obtained by the victim injured by influencing him; final 

reports do not tally with his original injury notes; he did not find any incised 

injuries on the injured persons; he had issued false medical reports to the 

victims.  

24. PW-13 Dilip Terang, then Executive Magistrate Bilasipara deposed on 03-

07-01 he was posted as Executive Magistrate at Dhubri and on that day he had 

conducted inquest on the body of Hazarat Ali and during inquest he found- body 

was on a stretcher with the head towards the north and the feet towards the 

south , there is a big injury mark on the top part of the head caused by sharp 

weapon and blood stain on the head ,The eyes of the body are closed, the mouth 

of the body is closed, the fingers and thumbs of both the hand are open, hands 

of the body are straight and parallel to other, the legs of the body are straight 

and parallel to each other. He deposed by inquest, it could be known that death 

of the person occurred due to injury sustained on the head but to ascertain the 

exact cause of death, the dead body was handed over to the police for 

postmortem. He deposed Ext-6 is inquest report and Ext-6(1) is his signature. In 

cross he stated Ext-6 is carbon copy of the original inquest report.  He did not 
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make any note that the inquest report was handed over to police after making 

the inquest but he handed over the report to police. He denied he did not 

conduct inquest of deceased Hazarat Ali. 

25. PW-14 Hem Chandra Saikia is I.O of the case. He deposed on 03-07-

2001, he was posted at Bilasipara PS as attach officer. On that day on receipt of 

written ejahar from one Basir Ali Ahmed O/C Bilasipara PS entrusted him to 

investigate the Bilasipara PS case no. 93/2001 u/s 147/148/149/341/326/302  

I.P.C.  Accordingly after taking charge of investigation of this case he went to the 

place of occurrence, a vacant paddy field of village Khesaridubi gaon, drawn 

sketch map of place of occurrence as shown by the informant and witness. At the 

place of occurrence he seized one side of the bamboo juoli (instrument used to 

plough), wooden stick, instrument of nangal in parts by preparing seizure list. 

Thereafter, he had recorded the statement of the witnesses and arrested 

accused persons.  He deposed during investigation Hazarat Ali and Kaiser Ali 

were admitted at Bilasipara SHC for treatment and Bilasipara SHC referred 

injured Hazarat Ali to Dhubri Civil Hospital where he succumbed to his injury. At 

Dhubri, inquest on the dead body of Hazarat was performed. Thereafter post 

mortem was conducted. He had collected injury report of the injured and PM 

report of deceased Hazarat and after completion of the investigation, he had 

submitted charge sheet against the accused Amzad Ali, Jakir Hussain and Jahidul 

Hussain u/s 324/325/326/302/34 I.P.C vide Ext 8. In cross he stated incident 

was took place on 02-07-2001. And written ejahar was lodged on 03-07-01. He 

stated he did not find injured at the place of occurrence. Before his arrival at 

place of occurrence, injured were taken to the Hospital.  He stated as per Ext 7 

the place of occurrence land belong to Kadam Ali. In Ext 7 sketch map he had  

shown the road starting from Hapapara and also shown the place of occurrence 

but did not point out ending point of the said road. He stated he has mentioned 

in the CD about presence of dry blood stain but he did not seize the same and he 

did not seize anything from the possession of the accused. He stated witness 

Basir did not made statement before police that he saw accused Amzad, Jahidul, 

Jakir, Abdul Motleb, Abul Kalam and Sarifan Bibi running after causing injury. 

Witness Bakkar Ali stated before police that he with two other were playing 

carom in the house of Motleb. Witness Bakkar did not made statement before 

police that he heard hue and cry in the house of Nur Hussain, and  saw presence 

of Nalu, Motleb Ali at place of occurrence, altercation between accused and 

Kaiser but witness Bakkar made statement before police that accused Amzad 
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came to the place of occurrence armed with a dao and gave two dao blow on 

Kaiser. Witness Amulya did not stated before police that   accused Amzad gave 

two blows to Kaiser. Witness Kaiser did not stated before police that Bakkar 

saved them and accused persons assaulted and killed Hazarat when Hazarat was 

lying on the ground. He denied he did not prepare the sketch map at the place of 

occurrence at the time of his visit at place of occurrence; he prepared Ext 7 at 

the police station; he did not seized weapon of offence at the place of 

occurrence.   

DEFENCE EVIDENCE 

26. Evidence of DW-1 Khoteja Bewa is that she knows informant, deceased, 

injured Kaiser Ali and accused persons and all are they hail from her village. She 

deposed on the day of incident while she was at her house, she heard hue and 

cry coming from the house of Amzad Ali. Hearing the same she went to the 

house of Amzad Ali, place of occurrence and saw there was a fighting incident 

took place. DW-1 again stated she heard hue and cry in the house of Nur 

Hussain and accordingly went to his house and saw fighting incident.  She 

deposed when she visited the house of Nur Hussain, fighting incident was 

already over and Hazrat was lying dead at the place of occurrence.  After few 

second of her reaching the house of Nur Hussain, Hamid Ali came there. Hamid 

and others took Hazrat to their house but she can’t say by what mode he was 

taken to his house by Hamid and others. She deposed when she reached the 

house of Nur Hussain, she did not find accused persons and house of Hazrat is 

situated in a different village and house of accused persons are situated at a 

distance from her house. She deposed she did not see who had killed Hazrat Ali 

but she heard that Amzad and others create nuisance. In cross by prosecution 

she stated she knows that Hazrat possessing land at her village and house of Nur 

Hussain and accused persons is at 1 Km distance. She reached the place of 

occurrence after ½ hour of the incident and before her reaching to the place of 

occurrence Hazrat was shifted and she did not find Hazrat. 

27. DW-2 Hazrat Ali S/O Lt. Samsul Hoque deposed he knows informant, 

deceased Hazarat Ali and accused persons. He deposed about 16 - 17 years back 

at about 4:00 pm - 04:30 pm, while he was at home and talking with his family 

member Hamid Ali S/o. Zakur, he heard hue and cry coming from the house of 

Nur Hussain which is present on the south side of his house. Hearing the same 

he run towards the house of Nur Hussain and saw deceased Hazrat Ali was lying 

in front of the house of Nur Hussain (Outer courtyard/ Batabari of Nur Hussain). 
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They immediately send Hazrat Ali to the Bilasipara Hospital on a hand cart puller. 

He deposed he saw some ladies and other persons at the place of occurrence 

and Hamid Ali followed him to the house of Nur Hussain. He deposed he heard 

that one dispute was took place in between Hazrat Ali and Kaiser Ali, Boyezuddin 

for keeping Nangal.  He deposed when he reach place of occurrence, he did not 

see accused persons at the place where he saw Hazarat Ali lying in injured 

condition and Later on he heard that Hazarat Ali succumb to his injuries. In 

cross by prosecution he stated he knows the deceased Hazarat Ali very well 

and his house is about 1 to 1½ km away from his house and incident was took 

place on the next house of his house.  He stated incident was took place in front 

of the Nur Hussain’s house in the paddy field. The house of accused Amzad is on 

the west side of his house near the place of occurrence. He stated Hamid 

followed him within 5 to 10 minutes of his reaching to the place of occurrence. 

Kaiser and Boyezuddin also sustain injury in the said incident. He stated accused 

persons are not his relative but he has visiting terms with accused persons and 

having good relationship with them. He denied to save the accused persons, he 

deposed falsely before the court that he does not know the incident and for that 

reason he stated he did not witness the incident.  

DISCUSSION, DECISION & REASON THERE OF:- 

28. To arrive at just decision of the case I have taken into consideration the 

argument placed before me by the learned counsel for defence, Ld Addl. P.P for 

the State and gone through the entire record as well as case diary to arrive and 

to find out whether prosecution evidence able to bring book the prosecution 

charge against the accused persons or not, and whether PWs made consistent, 

believable statement before the court or not in terms of their earlier piece of 

statement made at the time of investigation. 

29. I have taken up issue of ejahar first as Ld. defence counsel strike on 

ejahar that PW-1 contradict content of the ejahar, delay has not been explained 

and informant not disclose all the facts in the ejahar and therefore ejahar is 

shaky and prosecution case gone due to defect in the ejahar.  

30. Ext-1 is the ejahar. Ext-1 pointed informant took injured to the Bilasipara 

State run hospital where from injured Hazarat was referred to Dhubri Civil 

Hospital and at Dhubri Civil Hospital Hazarat Ali expired. PW-1 is the informant of 

the case and he made statement before the court, while making statement 

before the court he stated injured were taken first to the Bilasipara hospital and 
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from Bilasipara hospital Hazarat was referred to Dhubri Civil Hospital and at 

11.30 pm Hazarat died and he had accompanied the injured to hospital.  

31. Incident was took place on 02-07-01 and ejahar lodged on 03-7-01 at 9 

AM. Evidence on record that is from the evidence of PW-9 and PW-13, the MO 

and inquest officer shown after death of injured Hazarat, inquest was done and 

thereafter post mortem on the deceased dead body was performed. Ext-3 is the 

post mortem report. Ext-6 is the inquest report. On scrutiny of the case diary it is 

revealed that PW-1 informant, was all along present with the injured person to 

provide them treatment. So, the circumstances appearing from the facts of the 

case suitably show the reasonable, adequate ground of delay in filing the ejahar 

and this is due to busy in providing treatment to the injured and this is the 

natural phenomena and general priority is to provide treatment to the injured 

and human instinct is to save the injured and this is just and reasonable cause of 

delay in lodging the ejahar and therefore 17 hours of delay in lodging ejahar is 

come out suitably, adequately reasonably under the facts and circumstances of 

the case and therefore delay in filing the ejahar is not fatal for the prosecution.     

32. First information report in short FIR is not an encyclopaedia of the 

incident. If the gist of the incident is mentioned it is sufficient and every minute 

detail of the incident with each instance, scenery of the incident is not required 

to be mentioned. In Ext-1 FIR PW-1 categorically and specifically stated Hazarat 

went to bring cattle from field, accused person attacked Hazarat on way to home 

and Hazarat sustained head injury with other bodily injury and on the same day 

accused person also assaulted Kaiser and Boyezuddin when they came for 

Hazarat rescue. In the ejahar mentioned the weapon carried by accused person. 

33. The statement of PW-1 pointed he remain stand on his first statement 

made in Ext-1 ejahar and his statement bring facts that on 02-07-01 Hazarat 

went to field and on his return from field, accused person attacked Hazarat, 

accused Amzad gave dao blow on Hazarat and Hazarat sustained cut injury on 

his head and accused person caused injury on Kaiser and Boyezuddin and 

accused used dao, crowbar, stick to assault Hazarat, Kaiser and Boyezuddin. 

That being so I do not find any contradiction in the statement of PW-1 and he 

supported his statement made in ejahar at the time of adducing evidence before 

the court and I do not find strength in the submission of ld. defence counsel that 

PW-1 did not corroborated his statement made in the ejahar. Defence failed to 

shake, distract Pw-1 from his stand and could not brought any major 

contradiction and minor contradiction that comes is in view of the passing of the 
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time which is natural and thus I find his unshaken, trustworthy piece of evidence 

is acceptable, reliable beyond all reasonable doubt. 

34. Hon’ble Apex court in a catena of decision made observation that the 

subject matter narrating in the “ First Information Report” give information of the 

commission of a cognizable crime. It can be made by any person, it not give 

minute detail of each and every fact of the incident and it is intended to set the 

criminal law in motion. Hon’ble Apex court in Motiram Padu Joshi Vs. The State 

Of Maharashtra, SCC, Criminal Appeal No. 1017/18 in para no. 14 held 

“Furthermore, as pointed out by the High Court, FIR is not an encyclopedia which 

should contain all the details of the incident. FIR is not an encyclopedia which is 

expected to contain all the details of the prosecution case. It may be sufficient if 

the broad facts of the prosecution case about the occurrence appear. Omission 

as to the names of the assailants or the witnesses may not all the times be fatal 

to the prosecution, if the FIR is lodged without delay. Unless there are indications 

of fabrication, the court cannot reject the prosecution case as given in the FIR 

merely because of omission. In the present case, FIR was registered without 

delay and prompt registration of FIR itself lends assurance to the prosecution 

case. The object of the FIR is to set the law in motion. Omission to give the 

names of assailants or the names of witnesses in the FIR is not fatal to the 

prosecution case. The High Court was right in observing that non-mention of the 

names of eye witnesses in the FIR can hardly be fatal to the prosecution case.” 

35. Hon’ble Apex court in Mukesh & Anr. Vs. State for NCT of Delhi & Ors in 

criminal appeal no. 607-608 OF 2017 and 609-610 of 2017 in para no. 49 held 

“Delay in setting the law into motion by lodging of complaint in court or FIR at 

police station is normally viewed by courts with suspicion because there is 

possibility of concoction of evidence against an accused. Therefore, it becomes 

necessary for the prosecution to satisfactorily explain the delay. Whether the 

delay is so long as to throw a cloud of suspicion on the case of the prosecution 

would depend upon a variety of factors. Even a long delay can be condoned if 

the informant has no motive for implicating the accused.”  Again in Para 55, 56 

and 57 further held, “55. As far as the argument that the FIR does not contain 

the names of all the accused persons is concerned, it has to be kept in mind that 

it is settled law that FIR is not an encyclopedia of facts and it is not expected 

from a victim to give details of the incident either in the FIR or in the brief history 

given to the doctors. FIR is not an encyclopedia which is expected to contain all 

the details of the prosecution case; it may be sufficient if the broad facts of the 
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prosecution case alone appear. If any overt act is attributed to a particular 

accused among the assailants, it must be given greater assurance. In this 

context, reference to certain authorities would be fruitful.” “56. In Rattan Singh 

v. State of H.P.[3], the Court, while repelling the submission for accepting the 

view of the trial court took note of the fact that there had been omission of the 

details and observed that the criminal courts should not be fastidious with mere 

omissions in the first information statement since such statements can neither be 

expected to be a chronicle of every detail of what happened nor expected to 

contain an exhaustive catalogue of the events which took place. The person who 

furnishes the first information to the authorities might be fresh with the facts but 

he need not necessarily have the skill or ability to reproduce details of the entire 

story without anything missing therefrom. Some may miss even important details 

in a narration. Quite often, the police officer, who takes down the first 

information, would record what the informant conveys to him without resorting 

to any elicitatory exercise. It is voluntary narrative of the informant without 

interrogation which usually goes into such statement and hence, any omission 

therein has to be considered along with the other evidence to determine whether 

the fact so omitted never happened at all. The Court also referred to the 

principles stated in Pedda Narayana v. State of A.P.[4]; Sone Lal v. State of 

U.P.[5]; Gurnam Kaur v. Bakshish Singh[6].” “57. In State of Uttar Pradesh v. 

Naresh and others[7], reiterating the principle, the Court opined that it is settled 

legal proposition that FIR is not an encyclopedia of the entire case. It may not 

and need not contain all the details. Naming of the accused therein may be 

important but not naming of the accused in FIR may not be a ground to doubt 

the contents thereof in case the statement of the witness is found to be 

trustworthy. The court has to determine after examining the entire factual 

scenario whether a person has participated in the crime or has been falsely 

implicated. The informant fully acquainted with the facts may lack necessary skill 

or ability to reproduce details of the entire incident without anything missing 

from the same. Some people may miss even the most important details in 

narration. Therefore, in case the informant fails to name a particular accused in 

the FIR, this ground alone cannot tilt the balance of the case in favour of the 

accused. For the aforesaid purpose reliance was placed upon Rotash v. State of 

Rajasthan[8] and Ranjit Singh v. State of M.P.[9]” 

36. Hon’ble Apex court in Kirender Sarkar and Ors. Vs. State of Assam, 

Criminal Appeal No. 845/2009 in para no. 6 held, “The law is fairly well settled 
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that FIR is not supposed to be an encyclopedia of the entire events and cannot 

contain the minute details of the events. When essentially material facts are 

disclosed in the FIR that is sufficient. FIR is not substantive evidence and cannot 

be used for contradicting testimony of the eye witnesses except that may be 

used for the purpose of contradicting maker of the report. Though the 

importance of naming the accused persons in the FIR cannot be ignored, but 

names of the accused persons have to be named at the earliest possible 

opportunity. The question is whether a person was impleaded by way of 

afterthought or not must be judged having regard to the entire factual scenario 

in each case. Therefore, non naming of one or few of the accused persons in the 

FIR is no reason to dis-believe the testimony of crucial witnesses.” 

37. In State of UP Vs. Nagesh & Ors Hon’ble Allahabad High court held, “ It is 

settled legal proposition that FIR is not an encyclopedia of the entire case. It may 

not and need not contain all the details. Naming of the accused there in may be 

important but no naming of the accused in FIR may not be a ground to doubt the 

contents there of”. 

38. Coupled with the aforesaid decision, and after scrutiny of the Ext-1 FIR 

and statement of the informant, I find that PW-1 has given all the relevant fact 

of the prosecution case that is the substance of the case and this is sufficient to 

set criminal law in motion. Information given by the informant the name of the 

accused in the ejahar and ejahar was lodged on 03-07-01 on the next day of the 

incident. Delay in filing ejahar is due to informant busy in giving treatment to the 

injured. Other two brother of accused Hazarat are also injured of the case. When 

FIR gave relevant vital facts of the incident, there is nothing remain to disbelieve 

the content of the ejahar. 

39. PW-1 in the ejahar as well as before the court stated, he did not witness 

the incident of assault on Hazarat, Kaiser and Boyezuddin. Prosecution did not 

claim him as an eye witness to the incident of assault on Kaiser, Boyezuddin and 

Hazarat (deceased). PW-1 deposed what he had seen after the incident and 

therefore his part of evidence is primary evidence because he stated what he had 

seen. In the ejahar Ext-1, PW-1 stated on 02-07-01 at about 05.00 pm when his 

youngest brother Hazarat Ali went to bring cow from the field accused person 

near their house assaulted his brother gheraoing him with dao, iron rod, lathi and 

caused injury on the head and other parts of the body of Hazarat. When Kaiser 

and Boyezuddin came forward for Hazarat rescue, accused person attacked 

Kaiser and Boyezuddin and caused injury on their body and local people gathered 
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at the place of occurrence hearing hue and cry and took injured persons to 

Bilasipara SHC and doctor referred Hazarat to Dhubri Civil Hospital and Hazarat 

Ali succumbed to his injury at Dhubri Civil Hospital. Before court on oath he 

stated on the date of incident on 217/01 while he was taking rest at his house 

during summer vacation, he heard hue and cry and he came out from the house 

and noticed villagers bring Kaiser, Boyezuddin and Hazarat in injured condition 

and accused Amzad Ali, Jahidul Hoque, Zakir Hussain, Abdul Motleb, Abul Kalam 

Azad, Mostt. Sairabhan assaulted his brother and he noticed them running away. 

He deposed Hazarat went to bring cattle from the grazing field. Injured was 

taken first at Bilasipara hospital and from Bilasipara govt. hospital (SHC) injured 

Hazarat was sent to Dhubri Civil Hospital. Hazarat sustained head injury and 

doctor show him injury. Brain membrane comes out. Hazarat died at Dhubri Civil 

Hospital at night on the date of incident. 

40. On scrutiny of the statement of PW-1 made before police it is seen that 

he made statement before police u/s 161 Cr.P.C that Hazarat, Kaiser went to 

field to bring cattle and found nangal broken, made complain to Matleb, father of 

Jahidul and Zakir Hussain. Zakir and Jahidul attacked Hazarat and when Kaiser 

came forward to help Hazarat, Amzad gave dao blow on Kaiser and other came 

for their help but all the three accused Amzad, Jahidul and Zakir assaulted 

Hazarat, Kaiser and Boyezuddin.  

41. Thus, reading together, statement of PW-1 in Ext-1, before police, on 

oath before court, I find he made one similar statement and that is on the date 

of incident on 02-07-01 at about 4.00-04.30 pm his brother Hazarat, Kaiser went 

to filed (grazing field) to bring the cow and found nangal broken, made complain 

and incident of attack on Hazarat, Kaiser took place when Hazarat and Kaiser 

proceeded home with cattle on road after the complain of broken nangal. He 

made statement in all the three statement that all the three accused person 

attacked Hazarat (deceased), Kaiser, Boyezuddin and Hazarat sustained head 

injury and brain membrane coming out as a result of head injury. Except this 

fact, PW-1 not made any other facts and he made similar consistent statement, 

corroborated his earlier statement made before the police and in the ejahar and 

thus submission of learned defence counsel that Pw-1, informant made 

inconsistent statement before the court does not stand.  

42. Autopsy report of the deceased Hazarat shown during post mortem 

examination on the dead body of deceased Hazarat Ali, PW-9 M.O found- one cut 

injury present over the scalp, left parietal bone of skull, on further exploration 
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multiple fracture of parietal bone is seen, brain compressed at the side of injury, 

sub-dural hematoma present at the side of injury and Hazarat Ali died due to 

shock and haemorrhage as a result of head injury sustained by the deceased. 

43. In the Ext-1 ejahar informant stated deceased Hazarat Ali sustained injury 

on his head and other parts of the body. It is also mentioned in the ejahar that 

accused armed with dao, iron road, fala, bamboo stick attacked deceased 

Hazarat and other two injured persons namely Kaiser and Boyezuddin and 

caused bodily injury on Kaiser and Boyezuddin when both of them went to save 

Hazarat. Ejahar also pointed that accused persons caused injury on deceased 

with sharp cutting weapon. PW-1 deposed while he was taking rest at his home 

on account of summer vacation, hearing hue and cry he came out from his house 

and seen Hazarat was brought by neighbouring persons along with Kaiser and 

Boyezuddin and Hazarat sustained severe injury on his head. Brain matter 

coming out with flash and Hazarat was first taken to Bilasipara hospital along 

with other two injured persons Kaiser and Boyezuddin and doctor of Bilasipara 

SHC referred Hazarat to Dhubri Civil Hospital and when Hazarat was under 

treatment, he expired at Dhubri Civil Hospital at about 11.30 pm on the same 

day.   

44. PW-4 Bakkar Ali stated accused Amzad Ali given dao blow on Kaiser. In 

cross PW-4 stated he witnessed the incident. He denied defence suggestion that 

he did not seen dao in the hand of accused Amzad. His cross examination 

revealed that it was accused person who had beaten all the three injured 

persons. He denied all the defence suggestion put to him that he was not 

present at place of occurrence and did not witness the incident.  

45. Incident was took place during summer days at about 4.00 to 4.30 PM 

and this is an admitted fact that is evident from the statement of defence 

witness. Naturally, natural light ( sun light) is present and who had assaulted is 

easily noticeable and PW-4 before the court stated that it is the accused person 

who had assaulted injured person and accused Amzad having dao on his hand 

attack injured with dao. It is also evident from the cross examination of PW-4 

that he remain stand on his foot and defence failed to falsified his piece of 

testimonies and on perusal of the case diary it is seen that before the police at 

the very initial time he made statement that he witness the incident of assault on 

the injured person and it was accused Amzad who gave dao blow on Hazarat 

deceased of the case and when Kaiser came to save Hazarat, accused Amzad 

gave two dao blow, one on head and another on the hand of Kaiser and it was 
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accused Jakir and Jahidul who gave lathi and crow bar blow on Hazarat and 

knocked down him and he fell on earth, he and Motleb came to save them and 

all the accused person gave blow on Hazarat, Kaiser and when Boyezuddin came 

to rescue, accused also assaulted him. Before the court PW-4 made similar 

consistent statement that accused Amzad with dao assaulted Kaiser and I do not 

find any just and reasonable ground to disbelief his piece of evidence.   

46. PW-5 Amulya deposed he had witness the incident and Amzad Ali given 

two dao blow on Hazarat Ali and also given dao blow on Kaiser Ali on his head 

and after that he came to his house.  In cross he deposed hearing hue and cry 

he reached place of occurrence along with Derajuddin in whose house he visited 

on the day of incident but he did not notice who had taken injured persons from 

the place of occurrence and this may be he left the place of occurrence. He 

denied that he did not witness Amzad assaulting deceased and injured persons. 

When statement of PW-5 is perused with his earlier statement made before the 

IO of the case it has been seen he made statement that accused Amzad gave 

dao blow on deceased Hazarat and all the three accused person assaulted 

Hazarat, Kaiser and Boyezuddin. And he was present at place of incident and on 

that day he visit place of occurrence village in search of labour and before the 

court he made similar consistent statement and defence failed to shake and 

invalidate his piece of testimony. Rather cross examination of PW-5 establish his 

presence at the place of occurrence village and he while talking in the house of 

Derajuddin with Derajuddin, heard hue and cry and immediately came to place of 

occurrence and witness the incident. The statement of the PW-5 being consistent 

with earlier piece of statement carries weight and is trustworthy, reliable and 

acceptable as same is without any infirmities, blemishes and therefore I have 

accepted his piece of testimonies.  

47. PW-7 Kaiser Ali is injured of this case. His evidence pointed accused Zakir, 

Jahidul and Amzad armed with lathi, chabbal (crowbar), dao chased them to 

assault them and at that time he was coming from field and his brother Hazarat 

was just behind him. Seeing accused chasing them, he and Hazarat run towards 

the house of Nur Hussain but before reaching the house of Nur Hussain, accused 

Zakir and Jahidul assaulted Hazarat with crowbar and iron road and knocked 

down him on earth. Thereafter Amzad attacked him on his left arm and on his 

head with a dao. At that time Bakkar came to save him and when Bakkar came 

to save him, accused persons Amzad, Zakir and Jahidul again attacked Hazarat 

while he was lying on the ground, he shouted and became senseless. He was 
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taken to Bilasipara Hospital, Hazarat was taken to Dhubri Civil Hospital and 

Hazarat expired at Dhubri Civil Hospital. He denied defence suggestion that 

accused persons armed with dao, lathi, chabbal, fala did not attacked him and 

Hazarat and Zakir, Jahidul and Amzad did not assaulted deceased with dao, 

chabbal, lathi and iron rod while Hazarat fell on the ground. 

48. Evidence of PW-8 Hamid Ali pointed he saw Amzad carrying dao, accused 

Zakir Hussain with chabbal and accused Jahidul with an iron rod, chasing Hazarat 

Ali gave blow on Hazarat and Hazarat Ali fell down on ground in front of the 

house of Nur Hussain and when Kaiser, elder brother of Hazarat, came to save 

Hazarat, accused Amzad gave dao blow to Kaiser and when he, Bakkar Ali came 

for rescue of Kaiser, accused Amzad gave 2/3 dao blow on Hazarat and when 

Boyezuddin came, accused persons also assaulted him. Thereafter injured were 

taken to Bilasipara State Dispensary in a cart. From Bilasipara State Dispensary, 

Injured Hazarat was shifted to Dhubri Civil Hospital and at Dhubri Civil Hospital, 

Hazarat succumbed to his injury. 

49. PW-11 Boyezuddin is another injured of this case. His evidence is that 3 

accused persons namely Amzad, Jahidul and Zakir armed with lathi, chabbal and 

dao, running towards Hazarat and Kaiser , while they are returning home with 

their cattle, first accused Zakir and Jahidul gave chabbal blow on Hazarat, 

Hazarat fell down. Thereafter Amzad hit and cut Hazarat by dao on his head. 

Accused Zakir hit him by a rod and cut his head and left hand. He sustained 

injury. Accused Amzad given dao blow on the head of Kaiser and Kaiser 

sustained grave injury and accused Zakir and Jahidul also hit the deceased with 

rod and chabbal. He run away from the spot to save himself and what happened 

thereafter he cannot say. His testimonies is that at that time he was returning to 

his home from the house of Opial and at Khesaridubi the incident was took place. 

In cross also he stated that accused persons attacked deceased with dao, 

chabbal, lathi and it was accused Amzad who caused head injury on the 

deceased with dao and gave dao blow on him and injured Kaiser.  

50. PW-7 and PW-11 are the injured of this case. PW-4 Bakkar Ali, PW-5 

Amulya and PW-8 Hamid Ali are the eye witness to the incident. All these 5 

witnesses stated accused persons attacked deceased and injured PW-7 and PW-

11 with dao, chabbal (chabbal is mass iron instrument used in digging hole etc 

and it is look like iron rod) and lathi. It was accused Amzad who gave dao blow 

on the head of deceased Hazarat and it was accused Amzad who gave dao blow 

on Kaiser. Evidence of these five witnesses pointed accused Zakir and Jahidul 
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attack deceased first with lathi and crowbar (chabbal) and knocked him down 

and then when Kaiser came for his rescue, accused Amzad hit him with a dao on 

his head and hand and when PW-4 came for his rescue, accused Amzad gave 2/3 

dao blow on Hazarat while he was on ground and accused Zakir and Jahidul also 

gave lathi and chabbal blow on Hazarat and seeing the incident when 

Boyezuddin came accused Zakir hit him by a rod on his head and left hand and 

he sustained cut injury on his head and left hand. Injured Kaiser sustained injury 

on his head and arm and he was attacked by accused Amzad who hit him with a 

dao. The accused Amzad was armed with dao stated by all the PWs. Zakir and 

Jahidul carries crow bar and lathi to attack deceased and Kaiser.  

51. The reading of statement of these 5 witnesses pointed the first blow was 

given by accused Jahidul and Zakir to Hazarat to knock down him and Hazarat 

fell down when they hit deceased with crowbar which is an iron made heavy rod 

and with stick. At that time injured Kaiser came to save Hazarat and accused 

Amzad gave him dao blow. Noticing this Bakkar Ali came for the rescue of Kaiser 

and getting the chance they leave Kaiser and all the three accused persons again 

assaulted Hazarat who was lying on ground after knocking him down by accused 

Zakir and Jahidul, it was accused Amzad who gave dao blow on the head of 

deceased Hazarat and other two accused persons gave stick and chabbal blow on 

the deceased Hazarat. Autopsy report of deceased Hazarat Ali pointed Hazarat Ali 

sustained cut injury over the scalp left parietal bone of skull with multiple 

fracture of parietal bone and death is due to shock and haemarrage as a result of 

head injury. This injury was caused by sharp cutting weapon. Dao is sharp 

cutting weapon and this instrument is used for cutting. Dao is made off iron and 

one side is sharp which is used to cut and this weapon can be used to cause 

serious injury on a person when dao blow is given to the person. It is the 

statement of all these 5 witnesses that it was accused Amzad who gave dao blow 

on the head of deceased. The cut injury present over the scalp, left parietal bone 

of skull of Hazarat pointed it was caused to cause his death. The PM report 

further pointed dead body of the deceased sustained other injures too and 

multiples fractures of parital bone is seen. Deceased Hazarat was first attacked 

by chabbal and stick by accused Zakir and Jahidul and they knocked down him 

on ground by hitting him with lathi and chabbal so that they can easily attack 

him in lying with injured condition. And when Hazarat was lying on the ground in 

injured condition, all the three accused persons again attack him and accused 

Amzad gave further 2/3 dao blow on Hazarat (deceased). The injury sustained by 
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the injured shown that the weapon stated by the witnesses are used by accused 

person to cause injury to the injured Hazarat (deceased). Thus, I find hard with 

the submission of the ld. defence counsel that there is differences in the ocular 

evidence and autopsy report in respect of the injury sustained by the deceased.  

52. In the ejahar, making statement before the police, adducing evidence 

before the court, PW-1, PW-4, PW-5, PW-8 including injured Kaiser and 

Boyezuddin made one consistent statement that it was accused Zakir and Jahidul 

who first gave chabbal and lathi blow on Hazarat knocked down him and Hazarat 

fell down and thereafter it was accused Amzad who gave dao blow on his head. 

Thereafter all the three accused persons again assaulted deceased Hazarat and 

Hazarat sustained head injury and his injury was so serious that doctor at 

Bilasipara SHC refer him to Dhubri Civil Hospital where he succumb to his injury 

on the same night. On Scanning of the testimonies of all the aforesaid five 

witnesses I find their piece of statement is consistent with earlier piece of 

statement and are in the same line with autopsy report of the deceased on the 

injury sustained by the deceased Hazarat Ali and submission of learned defence 

counsel that PW-4, PW-5, PW-7, PW-8, PW-11 made improvement in their 

statement before the court and made inconsistent statement to that of their 

earlier statement does not stand and has no force.  

53. Kaiser and Boyezuddin (PW-7 and PW-11) are injured of the case and this 

pointed that they are present at the place of occurrence and therefore, they will 

not falsely implicate accused person. Tendency of the injured is to punish the 

guilty and therefore there evidence stands on high pedestal. Pw-7 and PW-11 

took name of those person who had caused injury to them not the name of 

others. Ejahar and testimonies of PW-4, PW-7 (injured),  PW-8, PW-11 revealed 

presence of father of accused Zakir and Jahidul but injured did not utter a single 

statement on any other relative of the accused persons and that show that PWs 

not falsely implicate the accused persons. It is also coming out from the 

testimony of PW-5 that he is not the friend of informant or injured and he is an 

independent witness and he witness the incident when he came to village 

Khesaridubi in search of labour on the day of incident and witness the incident. 

Cross examination of PW-7 and PW-11, the injured of the case shown they have 

no landed dispute or any sort of enmity with the accused persons. Near their 

land, land of their other brothers present. Cross examination of PW4, PW-8 does 

not revealed presence of any enmity to induce them to falsely implicate the 

accused persons. Though defence cross examined them after long gap and took 
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time to cross examine them but could not shake, falsified their piece of 

testimony. There is nothing comes out from the lengthy cross examination of the 

PW-4, PW-5, PW7, PW-8 and PW-11 to disbelief their piece of testimonies and 

that they will falsely implicate accused person and when nothing brought out by 

the defence to discard their piece of evidence I do not find any force in the 

statement of the learned defence Counsel that Pws are not making true fact 

before the court. I find their piece of testimonies cogent, convincing without any 

blemish and trustworthy and are reliable piece of evidence and I have accepted 

and relied the same. 

54. In Babu & Other Vs State of UP in Criminal Appeal no. 208/1996 Hon’ble 

Allahabad High Court held…”The injury found on the person of PW-1 and the fact 

that PW-1 was injured in the same occurrence send assurance to his testimony 

that he was present at the time of occurrence. The testimony is entitled to a 

greater weight and the testimony of such a witness is considered to be beyond 

reproach and reliable fir, cogent and convincing ground is required to discard the 

evidence of as injured witness. It is to be kept in mind that the evidentiary value 

of an injured witness carried great weight.”  

55. In Mano Dutta and another Vs. State of Uttar Pradesh (2012) 4 SCC 79 it 

was held by Hon’ble Supreme Court under-“23. We may merely refer to the case 

of Abdul Sayeed v. State of Madhya Pradesh [(2010) 10 SCC 259], where this 

Court held as under: 

"28. The question of the weight to be attached to the evidence of a 

witness that was himself injured in the course of the occurrence has been 

extensively discussed by this Court. Where a witness to the occurrence 

has himself been injured in the incident, the testimony of   such a witness 

is generally considered to be very reliable, as he is a witness that comes 

with a built-in guarantee of his presence at the scene of the crime and is 

unlikely to spare his actual assailant(s) in order to falsely implicate 

someone. "Convincing evidence is required to discredit an injured 

witness." 

56. Hon’ble Apex court in State of MP vs. Man Singh (2003)10 SCC 414 in 

para no. 9 held, “9. The evidence of injured witnesses have greater evidentiary 

value and unless compelling reasons exist, their statements are not to be 

discarded lightly. Merely because there was no mention of a knife in the first 

information report. That does not wash away the effect of evidence tendered by 
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the injured witnesses PW-4 and PW-7. Minor discrepancies do not corrode 

credibility of otherwise acceptable evidence. The circumstances highlighted by 

the High Court to attach vulnerability to evidence of the injured witnesses are 

clearly inconsequential. Though, it is fairly conceded by learned counsel for the 

accused that though mere non-mention of the assailants' names in the 

requisition memo of injury is not sufficient to discard the prosecution version in 

entirety, according to him it is a doubtful circumstance and forms a vital link to 

determine whether prosecution version is credible. It is a settled position in law 

that omission to mention the name of the assailants in the requisition memo 

perforce does not render prosecution version brittle.” The testimony of an injured 

witness has a higher evidentiary value for convicting the accused in criminal 

case. The witness is the injured in the incident means and include he was 

present at the place of occurrence and that lends support his case.  

57. Coupled with the aforesaid decision and from the testimony of the 

aforesaid two injured witnesses, I find testimony of injured witness PW-7 and 

PW-11 stands at highest position and their evidence carries weight and there is 

no impeaching ground to disbelief, discard and to reject their piece of evidence 

and nothing comes out to ignore their piece of testimony. 

58. PW-12 is another medical officer who had examined injured Boyezuddin 

and Kaiser. Boyezuddin stated he was given rod blow by accused Zakir on his 

head and hand and he sustained injury on his head and hand. PW-12 Dr. 

Shamser Ali on 02-07-01 medically examined Boyezuddin and on examination 

found - i. one incised clean cut injury over lateral side of the left fore head 

margins were smooth size about 1” X ½ “X bone deep; ii. Soft tissues swelling 

over left clavicle area. According to opinion of PW-12, injury no. i is simple in 

nature caused by sharp cutting instrument, injury no. ii is caused by hard blunt 

object. Chabbal which is made of iron is straight in upper side and the part used 

in digging the earth to make hole is having sharp edge and if sharp edge is hit 

then it would cut the person and handle part is hard blunt as whole instrument is 

made of solid iron. Therefore, PW-11 sustained incised cut injury when he was 

attack by Chabbal by accused Zakir because sharp edge part of the chabbal hit 

his lateral side of left forehead and also sustained swelling over left clavicle area. 

59. Similarly on the same date, PW-12 examined Kaiser Ali and found- one 

incised clean cut injury over the lateral side of right arm, upper 1/3rd position 

margins, smooth cut injury transversely placed; size 3” X 1” X portion deep bone 

( humerous) cut by the same cut injury and fresh injury. One incised clean cut 
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injury over left parietal region; one lateral to mid line left side parallel to mid line; 

smooth margin, raddish in colour; blood clot present at the injury side; active 

bleeding was present. Stitches were applied; size of the injuries 4” X 1” X bone 

deep. Injury mentioned is simple in nature except the cut injury of left humerous 

which is grievous in nature caused by sharp cutting instruments.   

60. Injured Kaiser Ali stated he was assaulted by accused Amzad Ali on his 

hand and head by dao. As per medical report both the injuries sustained by 

Kaiser Ali are caused by sharp cutting, one is simple and other is grievous.  

61. PW-4, PW-5, PW-8 stated it was accused Amzad who had given dao blow 

on the head and hand of injured Kaiser. The injury sustained by the injured 

Kaiser is caused by sharp cutting weapon and dao is sharp cutting weapon. Dao 

is made of iron and one side is very sharp which is used in cutting and if dao 

blow will give to a person it will definitely cause severe cut injury and Kaiser 

sustained cut injury and the ocular evidence and medical report gave same 

version of the injury that were sustained by the injured persons.  

62. Medical report and testimonies of PWs negated the submission made by 

the ld. defence counsel that there is differences in ocular evidence and medical 

report, I find submission of ld. defence counsel is devoid of merit and same has 

no force in the case in hand.  

63. PW-1 in the ejahar and in his evidence stated Hazarat went to bring cattle 

from the grazing field and while returning home, accused Amzad, Zakir and 

Jahidul assaulted him. Accused Amzad caused dao injury as a result Hazarat 

expired. PW-2 and PW-3 stated they heard about taking place of fighting incident 

and PW-2 also stated she did not find her clothes outside. Ld. defence counsel 

made submission that PW-2 and PW-3 did not made any statement in favour of 

the prosecution. Apparently and admittedly these two witnesses did not stated in 

favour of the prosecution. Both of these witnesses heard about taking place of 

fighting incident and that supported the prosecution claim that on the day of 

incident one incident of assault was took place at the place of occurrence and in 

the said incident Hazarat, Kaiser and Boyezuddin sustained injury and Hazarat 

succumb to his injury while undergoing treatment at Dhubri Civil Hospital and 

this is reinforced by the autopsy report of the deceased. 

64. On scrutiny of the case diary to find out genesis of these two witness I 

find clothes of PW-2 which she hanged outside to dry is not found by her on her 

return at home. Prosecution does not claim that Pw-2 and PW-3 was present at 

place of occurrence when incident was took place. Case diary reveals that 
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someone had taken her clothes to cover the injury of Hazarat and before police 

also she stated she heard about the incident on returning home. They did not 

make any statement that could benefit the defence. Thus, their evidence even 

not help defence also. 

65. PW-4 Bakkar deposed he heard hue and cry and on the day of incident he 

went to bring cattle. He witnessed quarrelling between Jahidul, Zakir, Hazarat, 

Kaiser. Accused Amzad give dao blow on Kaiser and they raised hullah to restrain 

them and accused caused injury to the injured persons. Ld. defence counsel 

made stretch that PW-4 deposed that accused Hazar given dao blow and this 

Hazar is Hazarat. On scrutiny of the entire evidence of Bakkar Ali there is not a 

single question put to Bakkar Ali that Hazarat i.e deceased Hazarat was in 

possession of dao in his hand and there is nothing comes from the cross 

examination that witness Bakkar made statement against the deceased Hazarat. 

He did not utter a single word that it was deceased Hazarat made any attempt to 

attack on anybody. It is not the case of the prosecution that deceased Hazarat 

gave any blow either on Kaiser or on Boyezuddin. Defence plea is of taking 

incident in the morning with Rubul and Amzad and not with the deceased and 

two injured of the case. Bakkar denied that accused Amzad was not armed with 

dao. He denied that he did not make statement before police that he and Motleb 

and two others were playing carom; did not went to bring cattle; did not hear 

hue and cry in the house of Nur Hussain, presence of Nalu, Motleb at the place 

of occurrence; accused Amzad armed with dao came and gave two blows on 

Kaiser. To find out the correctness of the statement of the witness Bakkar and 

submission of learned defence counsel on the point raise by ld defence counsel, I 

have also perused case diary to arrive at just decision and on scrutiny of case 

diary I find that Bakkar Ali made statement before the police that Amzad gave 

dao blow on Hazarat on his head, on the shoulder and head of Kaiser, he was 

playing carom, he came out hearing hue and cry and at the place of occurrence 

and witness the incident, came forward to save Kaiser and as per site map, place 

of occurrence is in front of the house of Nur Hussain and by the side of the place 

of occurrence there is vacant field. In cross this witness stated he went to bring 

his cattle alone. Cross examination of PW-4 and suggestion put to him further 

pointed house of accused Amzad Ali is near to the house of Nur Hussain i.e near 

the place of occurrence and accused Amzad armed with dao hit Hazarat and 

Koiser.  
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66. PW-5 deposed on the day of incident he went to village Khesaridubi for 

search of daily labour and saw quarrelling and also saw accused Amzad given 

dao blow on Kaiser and causing dao blow on the head of Hazarat by accused 

Amzad. His cross pointed Atar Ali, elder brother of Hazarat is not his friend. On 

the date of incident he went to the house of Derajuddin and house of Nur 

Hussain is present after 5/6 house of Derajuddin  and when he was talking with 

Derajuddin at Derajuddin’ house, time was 03.30 pm and hearing hue and cry he 

came to place of occurrence  along with Derajuddin. He stated he could not say 

from which side accused Amzad attacked injured persons and this is quite natural 

because three accused persons armed with lathi, crowbar and dao attack the 

Hazarat, the deceased of the case but it is his unshaken piece of testimony that it 

is the accused Amzad who gave dao blow on Hazarat and also on Kaiser and 

other two also attack deceased. He denied defence suggestions that accused 

Amzad did not gave dao blow on Kaiser; he did not visited the house of 

Derajuddin in search for labour. The Testimony of PW-5, when scan, it is seen 

that during lengthy cross he remain stands on his own place and in his chief and 

cross he stated it was accused Amzad who had given dao blow on head of 

Hazarat and Kaiser. He came to the place of occurrence from the house of 

Derajuddin where he went to search for labour. His evidence pointed he gave 

vivid description of the incident and that is without any snag.  

67. Ld. defence counsel made submission that Bakkar Ali in cross stated that 

he did not witness Amullya and therefore Amullya was not present. But when 

statement of Bakkar, Amullya read together with the statement of injured Kaiser 

it is reveal that Amullya also came to the place of occurrence hearing hue and 

cry and on scrutiny of the case diary it is seen that Amullya reached place of 

occurrence after Bakkar and injured Kaiser in his evidence also deposed that first 

Bakkar came to place of occurrence. Thus, Amullya was not present at the place 

of occurrence does not sound realistic and same is extraneous and against the 

matter on record and is rejected by me. The witness Amullya stated what he has 

seen at the place of occurrence when he reached the place of occurrence hearing 

hue and cry. The cross examination of PW-5 shown that neither deceased nor 

informant is his relative or friend. He is an independent witness.  

68. PW-6 Hasen Ali and PW-10 Nur Islam deposed hearing taking place of 

incident on the Khesaridubi village they went to place of occurrence. Khesaridubi 

is low lying place. The statement of PW-6 pointed police took his signature in the 

seizure list at the place of occurrence where I/O of the case seized one nangal 
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along with other parts of the nangal vide Ext2. Cross of PW-6 is that he does not 

know the owner of the seized goods.  PW-10 also stated he heard taking place  

of incident and he went to the place of seizure i.e place of occurrence and at the 

place of occurrence  he heard that accused Amzad, Zakir, Jahidul killed deceased 

Hazarat Ali and he had put his signature in the Ext-2 seizure list and Ext-2(2) is 

his signature. In cross he stated he made statement before police that on the 

next day police came to the place of occurrence and hearing arrival of the police, 

he went to the place of occurrence and from the place of occurrence police 

seized articles vide Ext-2. The cross examination of the witness Nur Islam 

pointed that he was present at the place of seizure i.e at the place of occurrence  

where from PW-14 Hem Chandra Saikia, IO of the case  seized broken nangal 

with its parts. PW-14 IO of the case stated he went to the place of occurrence, 

drawn sketch map, seized nangal and its part at the place of occurrence. The 

testimony of the PW-6 and PW-10 again establish place of occurrence is infront 

of the house of Nur Hussain as per site map of the PW-14 and disclosed by PW-

7, PW-8, PW-11. Not in the house of accused Amzad as claim by defence.   

69. The reading of the ejahar, statement of injured PW-7 Kaiser it is seen 

that he and deceased Hazarat went to field to bring their cattle and found nangal 

was broken and noticed father of the accused Zakir and Jahidul when injured 

Kaiser reported matter of broken nangal to father of accused Zakir and Jahidul,  

all three accused persons chased him and Hazarat armed with stick, chabbal 

(crowbar) and dao and first hit and knocked down Hazarat by accused Zakir and 

Jahidul with crowbar and stick and when Kaiser and Boyezuddin came for rescue 

of Hazarat, accused persons also assaulted them causing serious injury. Cross 

examination of the PW-7 pointed he came to know from the wife of accused 

Amzad that nangal was broken by accused Zakir and Jahidul and this pointed 

that it was accused person who are the first prime mover perpetuator of the 

incident. The statement of PW-6 and PW-10 established the seizure of broken 

nangal vide Ext-2 by PW-14 at the place of occurrence in their presence and at 

the time of incident Kaiser was coming to home with said broken nangal which 

he bring from his field and was on way to his home. Cross examination of PW-6 

and PW-10 clearly pointed they made statement before the police when police 

arrived at the place of occurrence and police made seizure in their present. On 

scrutiny of the case diary it is seen that they made similar statement before 

police and I find their statement is consistent with their earlier statement. Seizure 

of the broken nangal the starting point of the incident seized at place of 
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occurrence by PW-14 in presence of Pw-6 and Pw-10 is establish beyond all 

reasonable doubt. There is nothing to disbelieve their statement and accordingly 

I have acted upon on their statement.  

70. PW-7 and PW-11 are injured of this case. PW-7 Kaiser deposed on the 

day of incident he went to bring his cattle and nangal from his field present at 

Khesaridubi and found his nangal was broken and made enquiry who has broken 

the nangal and from the wife of accused Amzad, he came to know that Zakir and 

Jahidul broken his nangal and while returning home with his broken nangal, he 

noticed Bakkar, Motleb, Jabbar, Abul Kalam at the Tiniali and he gave bichar. At 

that time accused persons Zakir, Jahidul, Amzad armed with stick, crowbar and 

dao chased them. His evidence pointed his brother Hazarat was behind him. 

Noticing accused persons armed with stick, crow bar and dao he run. His brother 

Hazarat also run towards the house of Nur Hussain but before reaching the 

house of Nur Hussain, accused persons Zakir, Jahidul attacked Hazarat with 

chabbal and stick resulting Hazarat fell down and accused Amzad gave dao blow 

on Hazarat and when he came for rescue of Hazarat accused Amzad gave dao 

blow on his left arm and left side of his head. And at that time Bakkar came to 

save him, when Bakkar tried to save him, accused persons Amzad, Zakir and 

Jahidul again assaulted his brother Hazarat when he was lying on the ground 

with injury. He shouted, become senseless. His further evidence is that 

subsequently he heard that his brother Hazarat died at Dhubri Civil Hospital and 

he took treatment at Bilasipara. His cross pointed plough was kept in his paddy 

filed but at that time no crops were planted. Near his land, land of his brother 

were present. On the side of the road, house of accused Amzad is present. When 

he asked wife of Amzad about the nangal, others were not present and said 

Tiniali is about 100-150 feet away from the house of Amzad and his brother 

Hazarat was just behind him and Hazarat was coming with cow. 

71. On scrutiny of the cross examination of witness Kaiser, it is seen that he 

denied each  of the suggestion put to him that Hazarat was not just behind him; 

Hazarat was not coming with his cow; he was not coming with the broken 

nangal; Accused Zakir, Jahidul did not gave blow on Hazarat and Hazarat did not 

fell down on the ground due to attacked by accused Jahidul and Zakir; accused 

Amzad Ali did not gave dao blow on him on his left arm and left side of the head 

and head of Hazarat. He stated he was wearing half genji and lungi at the time 

of incident.  
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72.  PW-11 Boyezuddin is another injured of the case. His evidence is that on 

the day of incident at about 03.30 pm when he was returning back from the 

house of Opial Ali at Khesaridubi, he saw quarrelling between Kaiser and Motleb. 

Motleb is the father of the accused Zakir and Jahidul and at that time Hazarat 

was also present and at this time three accused persons running towards Hazarat 

and Kaiser with rod, chabbal and dao, Accused Zakir and Jahidul pushed Hazarat 

by hitting him with crowbar and rod, he fell down then accused Amzad gave dao 

blow on the head of Hazarat, it was accused Zakir who hit him by iron rod, he 

run away from the place, accused Amzad hit Kaiser by dao on his head and 

Kaiser received grievous injury, accused Zakir and Jahidul hit deceased with rod 

and chabbal. In cross he stated house of Opial Ali is one km away from his house 

and he was coming alone. He saw Kaiser and Motleb discussing something and 

at that time he did not reach place of occurrence and house of Nur Hussain is 

stands just near the place of occurrence  and house of accused Amzad just on 

the northern side of a Nur Hussain. He stated accused persons reached place of 

occurrence before his arrival. His cross pointed he was not accompanied with 

other witnesses namely Bakkar, Kaiser, Amullya, deceased Hazarat and 

Boyezuddin.   

73. The entire reading of the evidence of Pw-11 show that PW-11 reached 

place of occurrence after Amullya, Bakkar and before him injured Kaiser and 

deceased Hazarat was present and he witnessed the incident of attack on 

Hazarat and Kaiser while he was coming from the house of Opial and accused 

persons attacked him when he tried to save other two injured Kaiser and 

Hazarat. His evidence pointed it was accused Amzad who gave dao blow on 

deceased Hazarat on his head and injured Kaiser and it was accused Zakir who 

attacked and hit him with an iron rod. PW-11 Boyezuddin who is one of the 

injured of this case reached place of occurrence when incident of attacked on 

Hazarat and Kaiser was going on.  Accused Zakir and Jahidul took participation in 

the occurrence and it was them, who knocked down Hazarat hitting him with 

stick and crowbar to kill him. Their coming to place of occurrence, hitting Hazarat 

after chasing them, broken nangal, seizure of broken nangal pointed it was pre 

planned with intention to kill Hazarat when he will come to take his cattle and 

nangal from the field and with that intention they came armed with stick, 

crowbar and dao and attacked them.   

74. Evidence of PW-8 Hamid is that while he was coming from jute field, he 

show Amzad with dao, accused Zakir with chabbal and accused Jahidul with iron 
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rod and they chased Hazarat and gave blow on Hazarat, Hazarat fell down in 

front of the house of Nur Hussain and at that time Kaiser Ali asked accused 

persons not to cause marpit and accused Amzad gave 2/3 dao blow on the 

persons of Hazrat Ali and accused Amzad also gave dao blow on the head and 

hand of Kaiser. At that time Bakkar and he rescued Kaiser Ali and when 

Boyezuddin came, accused persons also assaulted Boyezuddin. The testimony of 

PW-8 Hamid, PW-4 Bakkar  shown that injured Boyezuddin was not come along 

with Kaiser and Hazarat from the field but he was crossing place of occurrence 

when incident of attack on Hazarat and Kaiser was going on.  

75. Testimonies of PW-11 Boyezuddin injured of the case shown that while he 

was coming from the house of Opial,  he noticed accused persons chasing Kaiser 

and Hazarat, hitting Hazarat and Hazarat falling down on ground and then 

accused Amzad given dao blow and when he tried to intervened and stop, 

accused  persons Zakir beaten him. This is the statement of PW-4, PW-8, the 

other two eyes witness of the case.   

76. Careful reading of the statement of injured persons together with 

statement of MO, it is found that the injuries sustained by the deceased on his 

head is cut injury and said injury was caused by accused Amzad, it was accused 

Zakir and Jahidul who hit deceased Hazarat with crow bar and stick and  knocked 

down him, crow bar is made by iron rod and when they hit Hazarat, Hazrat fell 

down on the ground and they hit him and knocked down to make it easy for 

them to take his life and then accused Amzad gave dao blow on him when he 

was in a position not to defend himself. Then again all three accused persons 

beaten him while he was lying in injured position and that alone pointed that if 

they assault Hazarat in the manner there will be no chance of his survive. All the 

three accused person comes together to attack the deceased Hazarat and Kaiser 

and when Kaiser they too attack him. 

77. Thereafter when Kaiser came forward to rescue Hazarat, accused Amzad 

gave dao blow on the left hand and left side of the head of Kaiser and the injury 

found by PW-12, medical officer shown that Kaiser has sustained one incised 

clean cut injury over the lateral side of right arm, upper 1/3rd position margins, 

smooth cut injury transversely placed; size 3” X 1” X portion deep bone ( 

humerous) cut by the same cut injury and fresh injury. One incised clean cut 

injury over left parietal region; one lateral to mid line left side parallel to mid line; 

smooth margin, raddish in colour; blood clot present at the injury side; active 

bleeding was present. Stitches were applied; size of the injuries 4” X 1” X bone 
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deep. Injury mentioned is simple in nature except the cut injury of left humerous 

which is grievous in nature caused by sharp cutting instruments. Thus, being 

similar consistent statement of injured with medical and rest eye witness 

statement.  

78. In the decision of Hon’ble High court in Bipin Ghatowar vs. State of 

Assam and another, 2018 CRI. L. J. 3201 relied by ld. defence counsel Hon’ble 

High Court made observation that “12. Therefore, it is crystal clear that not a 

single witness, who are also close relatives of Bhrarat, has said that Raimoni had 

accompanied Bharat and saw the appellant assaulting him. Raimoni is widow of 

Bharat and therefore she is an interested witness. So her testimony is to be 

weighed with utmost caution when it comes to convicting the appellant on the 

basis of her sole testimony. While appreciating her testimony as an eye witness, 

we fail to convince ourselves that she had actually seen the occurrence. Her 

testimony is not corroborated by other witnesses and as such is not safe to rely 

on it completely. Her statement before police is also evasive where she stated 

that both Kashinath and the appellant assaulted Bharat with lathi and dao 

without explaining as to who assaulted with what weapon whereas her testimony 

in the court is quite elaborate and gives a vivid description as to who assaulted 

with what weapon which seems to be an improved version of her earlier 

statement. Therefore, we have reasonable doubt on the veracity of her 

evidence.” 

79. In the case in hand Kaiser and PW-11 Boyezuddin are injured of this case. 

Bakkar, Hamid and Amullya are eye witness of the case. PW-5 is an independent 

witness. PW-4, PW-5 and PW-8 corroborated the testimony of PW-7 and PW-11 

the injured of the case. PW-6 and PW-10 are seizure witness of this case and 

seizure witnesses specifically stated seized nangal were seized at the place of 

occurrence in their presence. It is not the prosecution case that accused persons 

attacked injured with the nangal. According to prosecution incident was took 

place while Kaiser and Hazrat returning from the paddy field along with cattle 

and nangal and they found their nangal broken and placed matter of broken 

nangal  before Bakkar, Motleb, Jabbar, Abul Kalam and gave bichar before them 

and at that time accused Zakir, Jahidul and Amzad chased them armed with dao, 

crow bar, lathi and seeing this Kaiser and Hazrat run towards the house of Nur 

Hussain and before reaching the house of Nur Hussain, accused Zakir, Jahidul 

knocked down the Hazarat by hitting him with crow bar and lathi and thereafter 

it was accused Amzad who gave dao blow on the head of Hazrat. Here all the 
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witnesses gave elaborate description of the incident who had used what weapon 

to assault the injured from the very first statement and therefore, decision relied 

by ld. defence counsel in Bipin Ghatowar vs. State of Assam and another is not 

applicable in the case in hand. In the case is hand seizure were made in 

presence of witness has been proved. Prosecution case is not based on sole 

witness or on circumstantial witness or on extrajudicial confession.  

80. Instant case is not based on sole witness. Prosecution case is based on 

the testimonies of independent witness, eye witness, evidence of injured witness 

and all of them witness the incident except seizure list witnesses.  In the case in 

had prosecution by adducing evidence of eye witness, seizure witness and most 

relevant statement of injured witness established the fact that it was accused 

persons who have knowledge and with intention to cause death of Hazarat 

caused injury on Hazarat on his head after knocking down him by hitting with 

crow bar and stick and ultimately caused scalp injury, voluntarily caused simple 

injury by sharp cutting weapon and blunt weapon. Now let me see if defence 

evidence able to rebut the prosecution charge leveled against the accused 

persons Zakir, Jahidul and Amzad. 

Defence Plea 

81. On scrutiny of the statement of DW-1 it is seen that she stated that at 

about 15/16 years back during the summer session, incident was took place.  As 

per prosecution incident was took place on 02-07-01 which is summer session. 

This witness at first stated she heard hue and cry coming from the house of 

Amzad Ali and on the same breadth she stated hue and cry was coming from the 

house of Nur Hussain. On careful perusal of in chief of DW-1 it is revealed that, 

she tried to cover true fact coming before the court. According to prosecution 

incident was took place in front of the house of Nur Hussain. Witness Kaiser 

stated that they noticed all the 3 accused persons coming armed with stick, 

chabbal (crowbar) and dao. They run towards the house of Nur Hussain and 

before reaching the house of Nur Hussain, it was accused Zakir and Jahidul who 

knocked down deceased Hazrat by hitting him with crowbar and lathi and that 

very fact that incident was took place in front of the house of Nur Hussain is 

coming out from the testimony of DW-1. Her statement shown that she had 

visited the place of occurrence and she also noticed that Hamid and others taking 

Hazarat to their house.  Her cross shown that before her reaching, injured was 

taken that means the witness Hamid reached the place of occurrence before her 
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reaching at the place of occurrence and that witness Hamid witnessed the 

incident is reliable and acceptable piece of statement beyond all reasonable 

doubt and DW-1 failed to overturn prosecution witness and not help the defence 

side and could not brought up any new story or different story or parallel story 

running in favour of the defence.  

82. DW-2 Hazrat Ali S/O Lt. Samsul Hoque stated before the court, incident 

was took place on 16/17 years back at about 04.00 – 04.30 pm. The story stated 

by accused that deceased Hazarat, Kaiser and other assaulted one Rubul, brother 

of Hazarat assaulted Amzad but from the defence witness no such incident as 

pleaded by defence coming out and their statement shown that incident that was 

alleged by the prosecution which was took place at about 04.00 to 04.30 pm 

stated by both the DWs. This defence witnesses stated that he heard hue and 

cry coming from the house of Nur Hussain, again stated hearing hue and cry he 

run towards the house of Nur Hussain. That means at that time he was not 

present in the house of Nur Hussain and he run towards the house of Nur 

Hussain means he was present somewhere else and when he reached the place 

of occurrence, he saw Hazarat was lying in front of the house of Nur Hussain. 

Thus, statement of DW-2 again corroborated the testimonies of injured witness 

PW-7 Kaiser that before reaching the house of Nur Hussain, accused Zakir, 

Jahidul knocked down the Hazarat by hitting him with crow bar and lathi and 

thereafter it was accused Amzad who gave dao blow on the head of Hazrat.  

Seeing this when Kaiser came for rescue them, accused persons attacked Kaiser. 

The statement of DW-2 further pointed that they immediately send Hazarat to 

the Bilasipara hospital on hand cart puller and he saw some ladies and other 

persons at the place of occurrence.  

83. Hamid stated that DW-1 came to the place of occurrence and DW-1 also 

admitted that she came to the place of occurrence and testimonies of DW-1 and 

DW-2 further pointed the presence of PWs at the place of occurrence. It is also 

coming out from the testimonies of DWs that the incident was sparked from one 

nangal. It is the prosecution allegation that nangal kept by the Kaiser in his 

paddy field was broken and when he enquire from the wife of Amzad, he came 

to know same was broken by accused Zakir and Jahidul and when Kaiser gave 

bichar to Bakkar, Motleb, Jabbar, Abul Kalam  and then accused Zakir, Jahidul  

and Amzad chased them armed with dao, crow bar, lathi and seeing this Kaiser 

and Hazrat run towards the house of Nur Hussain and before reaching the house 

of Nur Hussain, accused Zakir, Jahidul knocked down the Hazarat by hitting him 
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with crow bar and lathi and thereafter it was accused Amzad who gave dao blow 

on the head of Hazrat.  Seeing this when Kaiser came for rescue them, accused 

persons attacked Kaiser. Cross of DW-2 further established incident was took 

place in front of the house of Nur Hussain which is claimed by the prosecution 

and house of Amzad is present near the place of occurrence.  His cross further 

pointed Kaiser and Boyezuddin also sustained injury on the said incident in which 

Hazarat was expired. His cross again pointed he is maintaining good relationship 

with the accused person. Thus, from the defence evidence also taking place of 

incident in front of the house of one Nur Hussain is established and taking place 

of incident in the house of accused Amzad as pleaded by the defence totally 

nullified the testimony of DW-2 and prosecution fairly able established the fact of 

taking place of incident in front of the house of Nur Hussain beyond all 

reasonable doubt and in the said incident Hazarat succumb to his injury and 

Kaiser and Boyezuddin sustained injury and that incident was took place on 02-

07-01 at about 04.00 to 04.30 pm in-front of the house of Nur Hussain as 

claimed by the prosecution is remain unassail and not shaken and unrebutted 

claim of the prosecution and except this nothing comes out against the 

prosecution and in favour of the accused persons from the testimonies of DWs. 

84. Section 34 IPC does not required all should come together, only common 

intention is needed. In PARESH MURA AND ANR. Versus STATE OF ASSAM 

(2018) 4 GLR 695 Hon’ble High Court in para 25 discussed as “25. With regard to 

section 34,IPC, the Hon'ble Supreme Court in the case of Dani Singh V. State of 

Bihar,(2004) 13 SCC 203 have held as follows:  

“19. The section really means that if two or more persons intentionally do a 

common thing jointly, it is just the same as if each of them had done it 

individually. It is a well- recognised canon of criminal jurisprudence that the 

courts cannot distinguish between co-conspirators, nor can they inquire even if it 

were possible, as to the part taken by each in the crime. Where parties go with a 

common purpose to execute a common object, each and every person become 

responsible for the act of each and every other in execution and furtherance of 

their common purpose ; as the purpose is common, so must be responsibility. All 

are guilty of the principal offence, not of abetment only. In a combination of this 

kind a moral stroke, though given by one of the parties, is deemed in the eye of 

the law to have been given by every individual present and abetting. But a party 

not cognizant of the intention of his companion to commit murder is not liable, 

though he has joined his companion to do an unlawful act. The leading feature of 
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this section is the element of participation in action. The essence of liability under 

this section is the existence of a common intention animating the offenders and 

the participation in a criminal act in furtherance of the common intention. The 

essence is simultaneous consensus of the mind of persons participating in the 

criminal action to bring about a particular result [ Ramaswawami Ayyangar V. 

State of T.N.,(1976) 3 SCC 779]. The participation need not in all cases be by 

physical presence. In offences involving physical violence, normally presence at 

the scene of offence may be necessary, but such is not the case in respect of 

other offences when the offence consist of diverse acts which may be done at 

different times and places. The physical presence at the scene of offence of the 

offender sought to be rendered liable under this section is not one of the 

conditions of its applicability in every case. Before a man can be held liable for 

acts done by another, under the provisions of this section, it must be established 

that:(i) there was common intention in the sense of a prearranged plan between 

the two, and (ii) the person sought to be so held liable had participated in some 

manner in the act constituting the offence. Unless common intention and 

participation are both present, this section cannot apply.  

20. “Common intention” implies prearranged plan and acting in concert pursuant 

to the prearranged plan. Under this section a preconcert in the sense of a distinct 

previous plan is not necessary to be proved. The common intention to bring 

about a particular result may well develop on the spot as between a number of 

persons, with reference to the facts of the case and circumstances of the 

situation. Though common intention may develop on the spot, it must, however, 

be anterior in point of time to the commission of offence showing a prearranged 

plan and prior concert [Krishna Govind Patil V. State of Maharashtra, AIR 1963 

SC 1413] . In Amrik Singh V. State of Punjab, (1972) 4 SCC (N) 42 it has been 

held that common intention presuppose prior concert. Care must be taken not to 

confuse same or similar intention with common intention; the partition which 

divides their bonds is often very thin, nevertheless, the distinction is real and 

substantial, and if overlooked, will result in miscarriage of justice. To constitute 

common intention, it is necessary that intention of each one of them be known to 

the rest of them and shared by them. Undoubtedly, it is a difficult thing to prove 

even the intention of an individual and, therefore, it is all the more difficult to 

show the common intention of a group of persons. But, however, difficult may be 

the task, the prosecution must lead evidence of facts, circumstances and conduct 

of the accused from which their common intention can be safely gathered. In 
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Maqsoodan V. State of U.P, 1983 1 SCC 218 it was observed that prosecution 

must lead evidence from which the common intention of the accused can be 

safely gathered. In most cases it has to be inferred from the act, conduct or 

other relevant circumstances of the case in hand.  The Totality of the 

circumstances must be taken into consideration in arriving at a conclusion 

whether the accused had a common intention to commit offence for which they 

can be convicted. The facts and circumstances of cases vary and each case has 

to be decided keeping in view the facts involved. Whether an act is in 

furtherance of the common intention is an incident of fact and not of law. In 

Bhaba Nanda Sarma V. State of Assam, (1977) 4 SCC 396 it was observed that 

prosecution must prove fact to justify an inference that all participants of the acts 

had shared a common intention to commit the criminal act which was finally 

committed by one or more of the participants. Mere presence of a person at the 

time of commission of an offence by his confederates is not, in itself sufficient to 

bring his case within the purview of section 34, unless community of design is 

proved against him [Malkhan Singh V. State of U.P, (1975) 3 SCC 311 ]. In the 

Oxford English Dictionary, the word “furtherance” is defined as “action of helping 

forward”. Adopting this definition, Russell says that “ it indicates some kind of aid 

or assistance producing an effect in future” and adds that any act may be 

regarded as done in furtherance of the ultimate felony if it is a step intentionally 

taken, for the purpose of effecting that felony. (Russell on Crime, 12th Edn., Vol. 

I, pp. 487 and 488.) In Shankarlal Kacharabhai V. State of Gujarat, AIR 1965 SC 

1260 this court has interpreted the word “ furtherance” as “ advancement or 

promotion”.” 

 26. In the case of Suresh V. State of U.P, (2001) 3 SCC 673, a three- Judge 

Bench of the Hon'ble Supreme Court with regard to section 34, IPC have held as 

follows:  

“38. Section 34 of the Indian Penal Code recognises the principle of 

vicarious liability in criminal jurisprudence. It makes a person liable for 

action of an offence not committed by him but by another person with 

whom he shared the common intention. It is a rule of evidence and does 

not create a substantive offence. The section gives statutory recognition 

to the commonsense principle that if more than two persons intentionally 

do a thing jointly, it is just the same as if each of them had done it 

individually. There is no gainsaying that a common intention presupposes 

prior concert, which requires a prearranged plan of the accused 
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participating in an offence. Such preconcert or preplanning may be 

develop on the spot or during the course of commission of the offence 

but the crucial test is that such plan must precede the act constituting an 

offence. Common intention can be formed previously or in the course of 

occurrence and on the spur of the moment. The existence of a common 

intention is a question of fact in each case to be proved mainly as a 

matter of inference from the circumstances of the case. 

85. In the case in hand, the conduct of the accused, manner of commission 

of the offence, implied the presence of common intention. All the accused 

persons participated in committing the offence. From the subject matter of 

breaking of nangal and Kaiser placing matter to Motleb and others, chasing of 

deceased and Kaiser by all three accused persons armed with stick, crowbar, dao 

and then knocking down Hazarat by hitting him with crow bar and stick. Then 

giving dao blow  on him and when Kaiser and Boyezuddin, being relative came 

for his rescue, attacking them too by accused persons clearly pointed pre-set of 

mind, pre-planned attack on the deceased and injured person with intent to 

cause death of Hazarat attacked him and caused bodily injury and in committing 

the same, accused persons also voluntarily caused grievous injury on Kaiser by 

sharp cutting weapon and also caused injury on Boyezuddin. 

86. In view of the aforesaid discussion after scrutiny of entire evidence on 

record  of prosecution as well as defence evidence, I came to my judicious 

finding that prosecution beyond all reasonable doubt fairly able to bring home 

charges u/s  323/324/326/302/34 IPC against the accused persons Amzad Ali, 

Zakir Hussain and Jahidul Hussain @ Zahidur. Accordingly I convict accused 

persons Amzad Ali, Zakir Hussain and Jahidul Hussain @ Zahidur u/s 

323/324/326/302 r/w section 34 IPC. Bail bond of accused persons Amzad Ali, 

Zakir Hussain and Jahidul Hussain @ Zahidur stands cancelled.  

87. Nature of the offence committed by the accused person, provision of 

section 360 Cr.P.C and benevolent provision of Probation of Offender Acts are 

not applicable to the accused persons. 

HEARING OF THE ACCUSED ON THE POINT OF SENTENCE 

88. Convicted accused persons are heard on the point of sentence and their 

plea of sentence is reduced into writing in a separate sheet and keep with case 

record. 
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89.  I heard Ld. defence counsel as well Ld. Addl. P.P for the state on the 

point of sentence. Ld. Addl. P.P submits that considering the nature of the 

offence court may imposed the punishment according to law.   

90. Ld. defence counsel submitted that all the three accused persons are 

bread earner of their family. Incident was took place out of sudden quarrel; there 

is all probability of reformation of the accused persons; no past criminal record 

and prays to imposed the sentence on the accused persons leniently on the fact 

that there is all probability of reformation of the accused persons and no past  

criminal record and relied on the decision of Rajendra Pralhadrao Wasnik Vs. 

State of Maharashtra 2019 CRI.L.J 955; 

91.  Accused Amzad Ali stated he has aged parents at home. Accused Zakir 

Hussain stated he has three little children to look after. Accused Jahidul Hussain 

@ Zahidur stated he has little children, he had committed a great mistake and in 

future he shall not commit any mistake. All the three accused persons pleaded 

mercy and prays to sentence them leniently.   

92. After hearing Ld. Counsel for both sides and going through the material 

on record and after hearing the accused persons on the point of sentence, I 

award following sentences to the convict accused persons Amzad Ali, Zakir 

Hussain and Jahidul Hussain @ Zahidur. 

93. For the offence u/s 302 IPC, I sentence   convicted accused persons 

Amzad Ali, Zakir Hussain and Jahidul Hussain @ Zahidur  rigorous imprisonment 

for life and to pay fine of Rs. 15,000/- each i/d another 10 months SI. 

94. For the offence u/s 326 IPC, I sentence convicted accused persons Amzad 

Ali, Zakir Hussain and Jahidul Hussain @ Zahidur to undergo rigorous 

imprisonment for 7 years and to pay fine of Rs. 5,000/- each i/d another 6 

months S.I. 

95. For the offence u/s 324 IPC, I sentence convicted accused persons Amzad 

Ali, Zakir Hussain and Jahidul Hussain @ Zahidur to undergo rigorous 

imprisonment for 3 years and to pay fine of Rs. 3,000/- each i/d another 3 

months S.I and 

96. For the offence u/s 323 IPC,  I sentence convicted accused persons 

Amzad Ali, Zakir Hussain and Jahidul Hussain @ Zahidur to undergo simple 

imprisonment for 6 months and to pay fine of Rs. 500/- each i/d another 3 

months S.I.  

97. All the sentences will run concurrently.  Bail bond of accused persons 

stands cancelled.  
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ORDER 

98.  Accused persons Amzad Ali, Zakir Hussain and Jahidul Hussain @ Zahidur 

are found guilty u/s 302/326/324/323/34 IPC and they are convicted u/s 

302/326/324/323 IPC.  Convicted accused persons Amzad Ali, Zakir Hussain and 

Jahidul Hussain @ Zahidur are sentenced to  rigorous imprisonment for life and 

to pay fine of Rs. 15,000/- each i/d another 10 months SI u/s 302 IPC; all the 

three convict accused persons are further sentenced to undergo rigorous 

imprisonment for 7 years and to pay fine of Rs. 5,000/- each i/d another 6 

months S.I u/s 326 IPC; Rigorous imprisonment for 3 years and to pay fine of Rs. 

3,000/- each i/d another 3 months S.I u/s 324 IPC and all three convicted 

accused persons are further sentenced to undergo simple imprisonment for 6 

month and to pay fine of Rs. 500/- each i/d another 3 months S.I u/s 323 IPC. 

All the sentences will run concurrently. 

99. The period of detention already undergone by the convict accused 

persons shall be set off against the period of imprisonment. The surety of 

accused persons, if any, stands discharged.  

100. Fine, if realized, be given to injured PW-7 Kaiser Ali and PW-11 

Boyezuddin Sk. as compensation. Apart from this, injured PW-7 Kaiser Ali and 

PW-11 Boyezuddin Sk. will get compensation under the provision of Victim 

Compensation Scheme u/s 357-A Cr.P.C.   

101. In this case deceased Hazarat Ali was the male earning member of the 

family and he was murdered by accused persons. It is the fundamental duty of 

the state to protect the life and property of the citizen and state failed to do so. 

Due to the untimely death of Hazarat Ali, his next kin wife, children and parents 

suffer loss, As such state has to compensate the next kin of the deceased 

Hazarat Ali. Accordingly I hold that next kin of the deceased is entitle for victim 

compensation under the Victim Compensation Scheme. Ld. Secretary DLSA 

Dhubri will find out the next kin entitle for compensation and quantum of 

compensation payable to the next kin of the deceased Hazarat Ali. 

102. Send copy of Judgment and order and relevant document of the case to 

the Ld. Secretary DLSA Dhubri for necessary action. 

103.  Seized nangal be returned to Kaiser Ali in accordance with law in due 

course of time. 

104. The convicted accused persons are told that they have right to appeal 

against the judgment and order of this court before Hon’ble High court through 
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the jail authority or independently of their own. Convicted accused persons are 

further informed that they are entitled free legal aid to prefer appeal before the 

Hon’ble High court.  

105. Let furnish free copy of Judgment to convicted accused persons. 

106. Send copy of judgment to learned District Magistrate Dhubri u/s 365 

Cr.P.C. 

107. Send back the GR case record to the learned committal Court with a copy 

of the judgment. 

108. Given under hand and seal of this Court on this 11th day of April, 2019 at 

Bilasipara, Dist.- Dhubri. 

 

 

 

 

          (Smti S. Bhuyan) 

                       Addl. Session Judge, Bilasipara 

 

  Dictated and Corrected by me, 

 

          (Smti S. Bhuyan) 

 Addl. Session Judge, Bilasipara 

Typed by, 

Swmkhwr Brahma, Stenographer Gr. III.  
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APPENDIX 

PROSECUTION WITNESS:- 

 PW-1 Basir Ali Ahmed,  

PW-2 Ahellya Bibi,  

PW-3 Jainab Bibi,  

PW-4 Bakkar Ali,  

PW-5 Amullya Ch. Nath,  

PW-6 Hasen Ali,  

PW-7 Kaiser Ali,  

PW-8 Hamid Ali,  

PW-9 Dr. Anukul Ch. Mondal ( M.O),  

PW-10  Nur Islam,  

PW-11 Boyezuddin Sk,  

PW-12 Dr. Shamser Ali,  

PW-13 Dilip Terang,  

PW-14 Hem Chandra Saikia ( I.O).  

PROSECUTION EXHIBIT:- 

Ext-1 Ejahar,  

Ext-2 Seizure list,  

Ext-3 Post Mortem report,  

Ext-4 Medical report ( injury),  

Ext-5 Medical report ( injury),  

Ext-6 Inquest report,  

Ext-7 Sketch Map of the place of occurrence and  

Ext-8 Charge sheet. 

 

DEFENCE WITNESS :- DW-1 Khoteja Bewa &  

     DW-2 Hazrat Ali S/O Samsul Hoque 

DEFENCE EXHIBITS :- NIL 

COURT EXHIBITS :- NIL 

COURT WITNESS :- NIL  

                                                                  (Smti S. Bhuyan) 

                 Addl. Session Judge, Bilasipara 


